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EDITORIAL
The class of 1925 has nearly finished its span of life in Brockport
ormal School. Time has been short and fleeting. It seems but
yesterday since we first entered the now familiar walls of our dear
Alma 'later. Surely no school will graduate a class which will have
fonder recollections and happier memories than ours.
Here have many lifelong friendships been formed. Here also have
the faculty members entwined themselves into our regard and affec-
tions. They have not considered us as sol much raw material to be
turned into finished products, but as human beings. Such a faculty
is indeed rare.
Our class this year is small. Let us hope our campaign for a larger
Brockport ormal School will be victorious. The Normal Class of
1925 differs from the preceding graduating Normal Classes. It will
be the first to complete the new three-year course.
The parting of the ways has come. Regretfully and sorrowfully,
but yet looking eagerly into the future do we leave our Brockport
Normal School. -Editor.
--.
a _ .... _'" •
DEDICATION
\1\1 e, the Seniors of the Cias· of
ineteen Hundred Twenty-five,
dedicate this issue of The Stylus
to
ALFRED C. THO IJ:PSO
and the Faculty
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BEULAH CHARLES
Agoni:m Sorority; Magpies; Glee Club,
'23, '24, '25'; Secreuatry of Senior
Class.
Heard at the Senior play:
"Is that little girl taking the part of
Jane from the Training School?"
"1' should say not. She's a Senior Nor-
mal girl and one of the choicest in the
claEs of 1925."
"VVbat!"
"Yes, Beulah may be able to take the'
part of a ten YE:ar old but that's what
she was given to do, and didn't she do
it? That's what she always does."
RUTH COOK
Alpha Delta Sorority; Glee Club, '23,
'24, '25.
As caretaker of excused, "Cookey" has
to be pleasantly deaf and dumb. She is
an advocate of the cut system for B. N. S.
and no one knows why. Like the article
for which she is nicknamed, "Cookey" is
a very sweet girl. She will be at home
next year in Spencerport.
ELIZABETH S. DeFLYER
Agonian Sorority.
"Betty" doesn't say vuy much but,
when you get her alone, you'd be sur-
prised. "Betty" is also a good worker on
the basket ball team. We Seniors would
have been quite at a loss without her,
She is a worth while addition to any
group and Solvay won't be long in dis·
covering this.
:\'fARGARET DICKERSO~
Alpha Delta Sorority.
"Peg's" a tTav'ler, "Peg's" a teache1',
She is channing, gay and s.weet,
Count he1' meTits all togethe1'
And you'll find she's hU1·d to beat.
"Peg" always wears a smile for she be-
lieves that even ormal students need
humor. Many is the time when the
weather is bad, we've been glad to see
"Peggy" happy as ever.
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HELEN FESS
Alpha Delta Sorority.
Behold the flapper who comes .the7·e,
B7'ight cheelcs and stmightened hai7',
Prett.y clothes and shoes to match,
Helen F ess is a might!/ good catch.
Her:'s hop;ng H31en never gets home-
f;ick because, if she does, "Marg" is going
t:J leave her. Vlouldn't it be a joke if
"Marg" were homesick first?
ANTOIKETTE FORGIONE
I'm not lank
I'm not tall
I'm just me
A nd that's all.
A lot could b::l said about Antoinette
but you really ought to know her. She
se~ms to thrive O!l work and is always
a most cheerful person.
HILDA HARTELL
Alpha Delta Sorority.
Hilda comes all the way from Roch-
ester to go to school. She appreciates a
good school and that's not all she know3.
She and "Peg" know bow to cbe~r as
loud as tbe entire a~sembly on sam}
mc·rnings wben tbey should be making
poise. Hilda proves that a commuter
can be loyal to the scbool for she cer-
tainly has been.
ETHEL HENNING
Alpha Delta; Glee Club, '23, '24, '25.
Art Editor of Senior Annual.
A laugh is as {iood as a pound.
Little Jane will miss her motber next
year when that tactful person goes to the
smoky ole town of Solvay. Tbe school
will add anotber tear for tbis pleasant old
scout wbose occasional sputterings every
one enjoys.
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WILHELMINA HILL
Agonian Sorority.
WilhElmina had not been in school long
before she received the nickname she's
had to bear through her years at B. N. S.
"Bill" is never disturbed by anything. If
she can't change things, she refuses to
1ft that fact annoy her. Qh, for a few
more with characteristics like her.
lIfARIE HORNER
Leland is a riot,
Voorhees is a sheil.;
Marie is his sheba
Seven da.ys a weel..
Marie is one of the mo:t studious girls
of Brockport orma!. She does love to
spend her leisure time in the library for
more reasons than one. If rumor is true,
Marie won't teach long. Did you know
orange blossoms is her favorite flower?
MARGUERITE KATES
Alpha Delta Sorority; Glee Club, '23,
'24, '25.
Have yC:.I see:l Helen? Yes, that's
"Marg." She is the life of the party and
things will be dull around here next year
without her. Solvay's gain will be B. N.
S.'s loss. They say "laugh and grow fat,"
and if "Mar6" runs true to form, we WO:l-
del' what will become of Ethel next year?
LIKDA LAURET.A1 I
Linda just naturally cama to B. N. S.
She couldn't bear to leave Antoinette so
they both came herJ. Normal has been
worth while for you, Linda, for you've
formed at least one sincere friendship.
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JENNIE McCALL
J€nnie is one of those fortunates who
own their own cars. You see she taught
school before she came here. Further-
me-re, she intends to teach again, at lea:t
for a while. Maybe Jennie will be able
to take "that New England" before any
of the rest of the American Literature
class.
ER~A MYERS
Arethusa Sorority.
I'm not a shark in music,
It's h01·d to get the ail·;
But rCihen it comes to basketball
You must admit I'm there.
Cheer up, Erna, you're not the only one
who can't get the air. Just listen to the
back part of sections E and F in assemb-
ly some morning.
MARY PITTS
Arethusa Sorority; Magpies; Glee Club,
'23, '24, '25; President of the Sel1lior
Class.
Ask any freshman who made them feel
at home in B. N. S. when they first ar-
rived. Mary gc ts first prize. If you ever
have any difficulties, tell Mary. She's
never too busy to sympathize and what is
better to help. She has had more jobs
than any other person in the school. In
each one she makes a success. As presi-
dent of the class of '25 she is a most
fitting representative of the Seniors and
we are all glad she came to B. N. S.
DOROTHY SE YBOLD
Arethusa Sorority; Glee Club, '24, '25;
Chairman Senior vVriteups.
When Dorothy set out to accomplish
a thing,
It's a mighty sure bet that she'll
do it;
Just ask hel· to do what you thinl. she
ought to
And she'll "oll up her sleeves and
go to it.
That sure is one of her habits when
she is in the fighting mood.
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DORA SKLOV
Agonian Sorority; Editor-ill-Chief Itt'
the Senior Annual.
When we first knew Dora, we thought
her a terrible bookworm. It isn't so.
She has enough interests for several
people. As editor-in-chief, she is reS31on-
sible for this edition of the Stylus. If
you like it, tell Dora, if no, try and edit
the Stylus yourself. She is capable of
doing anything set before her and we
hope she never loses this ability.
DOROTHY SMITH
Arethusa Sorority; Glee Club, '23, '24,
'25.
"Dot" came in like a lamb and is gO-
ing out like a lion. We are just begin-
ning to appreciate her talents and it is
not to be hoped that she favors Solvay
likewise. "Dot" never could decide
whether to buy a pair of shoes, a dress
or a hat with the cash on hand. Probably
next year she won't have any such diffi-
culties.
GERTRUDE STRAUSS
Alpha Delta Sorority; Literary Editor
of Senior Annual.
i,Gertie" is a radio fan
For more 7'easons than one,
For she entertains a 7'adio man
From nine o'clock 'til one.
Though she always lcnmeJs he7' lessons,
Tt'e 7·eall.1J cannot tell
H ow one .1Joung maid can do it
And entertain so well.
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FIELD B. AKELEY
Gamma Sigma; Glee Club, '24, '25;
School Orchestra..
Although Field appears to be quiet, he
is full of fun. His musical temperament
is expressed in the Glee Club and Or-
chestra, as well as in mouth organ solos.
His chief interests include baseball,
basketball, automobile riding and last but
not least, studying. As a loyal member
of B. N. S. and a true brother in Gamma
Sigma, he has formed many lasting
friendships. College next year, Field?
FLORENCE L. ALBUS
Florence is liked by all who have had
the good fortune to strike up an ac-
quaintance with her. We are glad to
have her as a member of our class, not
only because she is a good friend to all,
but also became of her scholastic stand-
ings. May success attend you!
ORSON BEAMAN
Magpies; Gamma Sigma.
Orson is noted for his great works a3
an orator and also for his jokes: He's a
regular pest, always in need of pins and
is a strong admirer of "Pearls." He is
clever, witty and wise and is B. N. S.'S
"dependable" in all affairs. He is liked
by both faculty and students. What will
B. N. S. do without this handy Be a Man?
Success be yours as President of the
United States.
G. NORMA BE EDICT
Gamma Sigma; Magpies; V~ce-Presi-
dent of Senior Class.
No one knows "'Normie" better than
....... (substitute almost any girl's
name that you wish). "Norm" is always
ready and willing to do any good turn,
whether it be managing a play or work-
iug a Math problem. We hope that
" ormie" will be able to steer a straight
course among the mermaids when he
gets to Annapolis. We expect to see you
made Admiral of the Navy soon!
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GERTRUDE H. BIBBY
We all know that "Gertie" can really
talk louder than Miss Ed wards tries to
make out; and believe me, she has some-
thing to say when she says anything. It
is said that great people say little but
know much (certain Seniors take notice).
May you realize your ambitions and de-
sires!
KATHRum E. BOYLE
Glee Clnb, '25.
"Katy" has won or danced her way
inte the hearts of many of us. She may
be seen "wielding a wicked racket" on
the tennis court almost any afternoon.
So small is she that once Miss Simmonds
locked her in the P. G. lab withont see-
ing her. She stars in History and Eng,·
lish. Certain are we that happines3
awaits her at the foot of the rainbow!
ARNOLD W. BURKE
Gamma Sigma.
Everyone knows "Abe," and that is
just the secret of his popularity: He
just makes everyone know and like him.
He hails from Holley and has become
quite a figure in the social set. He is
quite a star with a certain "Bee" in the
Normal Department. We all wish you
success and hope that you shall always
be just "Abe."
ALENE BUTLER
Glee Club, '25.
Cleve,', witt.1J and wise,
You neve?' get a "rise"
F"om Miss Alene.
If ever in need of sense or nonsense
just apply to Alene. She is a regular
"shark" at either. Patience, kindness,
friendliness, and studiousness have found
her an honored seat above us all. May
we all profit by her example and mix a
little work in with our play. May your
life's walk be a pleasant one.
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DORIS M. CARNEY
Here's to our friend Doris. Though
r:served and shy she is an honor student
and a loyal member of B. . S.· Few
know her w~ll. but those who do find in
her a true and interesting friend whom
the gods have blessed with much sym-
pathy and kindness.
ElIlj\lA L. CHAPMAN
Emma's fame has been spread far and
wide as the noted South Avenue mid-
night oil burner. It's a fine thing-this
art of knOWing how to study-but don't
burn the candle at both ends, Emma. -
Life's too short. A happy future!
ELBERT B. CHILDS
Mr. Elhe1·t B. Childs
From the SlJencerp01·t wilds,
His face wreathed in smiles,
No time he beguiles.
We'll say that Elbert doesn't waste any
time. He's right there every time and
hits the nail square on the head. Elbert
is going to endanger tbe safety of the
electrical engineering professors' posi-
tions at the Sheffield Scientific School,
for he's bound for Yale. May you come
to the foot of the rainbow, "Elberta
Peaches."
MARTHA E. CLARK
"Let us now be up and doing" seems
to be Martha's motto, for you seldom see
tbis Senior still. She spreads sunshine
and cheerfulness wherever she goes. AI-
tbough Martha is a loyal B. N. S. student
she has more than a passing interest in
Spencerport. We wonder why? The
road you're on leads to the town called
Success or Happiness. Keep to the right.
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DONALD COOLEY
Gamma Sigma; :Magpies; Glee Club,
'23, '24, '25.
Here is Coo-Coo! The "Dulm" of Utica
street. He railed for a woman and ten
fair ma'ds were killed in the rush. But
Donny isn't all jokes. He is one 0;
Gamma Sig's strongest supports and h:l
also played ba£ket hall last season. The
"Duke" gave us a wonderful exhibition
cf his skill on the stage by playing roIrs
in the Senior and Magpie plays. Don is
8,lso authority on orchestra, On with
the successful dance of life, Don!
ORA LOUISE COOPER
Magpies; Arethusa; Glee Club, '24, '25.
What'll we do,
T¥hen you,
A1'e far away,
And we are blue,
T1-That'll we do?
"Coop" banishes the blues from our
solemn corridors. She's always ready
for a good time and a good laugh. But
she occasionally gets serious ab:Jut
things literary and dramatic, We expect
that she will be a well known novelist or
critic some day.
FRED COVERT
G3mrna Sigma; Magpies; Basketball;
Treasurer of Senior Class; Glee Club,
'23, '24, '25.
Does he dance and does he sing?
Does he do a little bit of eve1',ything?
Does he? I'll sa;/f he does!
"Goof" is one of thfl most colorful per-
(;Qnalities of B. N. S. He has looks,
manline2&, high ideals and common sense.
He is B. N, S.'s hoy actor and man of
affairs. (I suppose you might call his
after supper occupation an affair, too!)
MARJORIE CROPSEY
Who is she? Ask Charlie, He knows.
She is one mar;) who prove still wate:s
run deep. She left Kendall to conquer
new territory. The catch is still hers
tho Charlie is away teaching. Why do
you wear your diamond only to dances?
Summer is almost here?
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J
DA_J DA~ I\.j
G'lmma'"' Sigl a~ Baseb:111; Magpies;
Glee Club, '2J.
Now its the vogue to get stne!, on the
1'ogue
H'ith the wiel,ed Spanish eyes;
Who nl'Ve1' forgets his eigaTets,
And as a piteheT tal,es the p1'ize,
Dan sure is some popular in B. N, S"
not only with pupils but teache1'3 also,
We expect to hear that he is pitching
0:1 C::J8 of the "Big Leagues" ·tome day,
And speaking of da::Jcing-well! just asle
Helen (or Mabel), Yea-Bo, Dav:s!
SEA~fA~ DEWEY
Phi Alpha,
"Demon" is our champion tennis play-
(1'_ Although he is quite shy we hav
ceen him paying attent:on to some of our
youn:; ladies with the ease of a Valen-
Cno. It is also sald that he likes sailing.
MARIE DOLLARD
Glee Clu'b, '25,
Marie is always glvmg us a wiak, and
what a wink it is. This saucy little
brunette bas won a host of fr'end, by
her cute flapr;erisms but nevertheless she
shows a Lrm determination in h~r stud -es.
She has a gorgeous sense oE hum·:>f,
dances divinely and is an altogeth::r re6-
ular fellow, Hamlin will gain name and
f?me yet. (So say we all wh:> k:lOW
Marie) ,
IVAR DOTY
Glee Club, '2-]., '25.
Our Ivah is a wistful little character,
with an old fashioned souL That smile
of hers is very contagious (especially to
SO::J1eenc in the ormal d3partment). She
may seem shy-but folks, you don't lmow
I1rr. Just sit by her in the library come
day. She is the biggest listener! the
most inspiring listener! and certainly the
Y:orld has a great d::mand for such.
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RUTH H. GLEICHAUF
Behold the maiden so demure
The Adams Basin cynosu1·e.
Ruth is termed a "source of informJ.-
tion" by her fellow students and a "ke:!n
intellectual" by the teachers. The honor
roll will feel lonely next year without
Ruth's name. But does Ruthie study all
the time? Oh my, no! She finds plenty
of time to flit around with "Leona" and
"Helen" and also to talk to "Spencer"
and "Elbert."
ONNOLEE HAMIL
Arethusa; Glee Club, '25.
Onnolee is one of B. N. S.'s fair young
maidens. She is as graceful passing to
and from school, as she is when she trips
the light fantastic toe on the ballroom
floor_ We all know that Ziegfield will
capture one dear friend and Senior class-
mate when he sees her grace and ability.
Fare thee well, sweet girl graduate, and
we hope you will succeed in whatever
walk of life you pursue.
MARGARE T HARMON
Arethusa Sorority; Magpies.
We wonder what the Magpies will be
without Peggy's helping ideas. She has
been a good and willing worker in B. N. S.
and lEaves a good record and example.
She may be slow and tardy but she will
get there just the same. For further in-
formation about the lady enquire of Mr.
Childs.
ROSALiE HARSCH
Arethusa; Glee Club, '23, '24, '25; Mag-
pies.
Wbo does not know Rosalie? She is
clever and "chic" with sleekly bobbed
hair, eyes that twinkle disalarmingly, and
a mischievous mouth. There isn't about
her a thread of artificiality and she leavQs
a fresh and unspoiled impression with
us. She has been one of the scho::>l's
most patriotic members participating in
numerous activities. Although she has
taken an interest in sports she has a fine
scholastic standing. How can B. N. S.
get along without it's "Rosie?"
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GORDOK HILLGARTNER
Everyone knows "Hilly," especially
Helene. When anyone wants to find out
something about the woods, lessons or
anything in general, he goes to "Hilly."
He's our authority on all outdoor sports.
His never failing humor makes him well
liked by students and faculty. He sure-
ly is heading for the top as fast a3 he
heads for the bottom of Beach Ridge on
his skiis.
ETHEL C. JOH~STON
Arethusa; rvr'agpies; Glee Club, '25.
You've guessed it. She is the Ethel
of "Irma and Ethel, the Twins." A fine
pair and we're sorry you are leaving us.
Ethel, want a peanut?
IR~IA C. JOH~STO~
Arethusa; Glee Club, '25.
Irma is our original shrinking violet.
Maybe violets don't seem quite so shrink-
ing on close acquaintance. Anyway we
think that Irma is as cheery as they make
them back of her reserve.
MILDRED 1. ~lcCORl\IICK
Mildred is the girl with the Everyeady
smile. A sunny disposition is worth
n'c-re in the long run than all the knowl-
edge that can be absorbed. Fair you
well!
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MARION H. MANSLER
Marion the Roughrider. Anyone
who has hraved a ride on a B. L. & R.
trolley every morning certainly has
earned that honorable title. It certainly
takes grit to ride a trolley every morning
as she has done. Put the same amount
of grit in life and you'll get a long way.
Go to it, girl.
ROBERT A. MEINHARDT
Phi Alpha; Glee Club, '24, '25.
-FOlU' corne1"S tallc-
"Hey! Did I hear you say Bob Mein-
hardt ?"
"I'll say I do. Why I 'kick' around witi!
him a lot these days-but not nights. I
can stand a lot but that guy has me beat
for a steady girl-chaser. Say, you heard
his new nick-name? 'Crusher.' He's a
mighty good fellow, tho,' isn't he?"
"I'll say and he hasn't changed any
since I've seen him last. That is ao·
cording to your report. He is going to
graduate this year?"
"He says he may and we say he will."
"Here's to you-guy!"
MILDRRp ::VIULLREE
Sugal and spice and all tha.t's nice,
That's what little gil'ls aTe made of'.
Dare to say so, when you know, Millie!
She is plentifully endowed with natural
gifts and all who know her love hEr. She
is soon to take up the study of music at
the Eastman school. Presto-change-
she may soon be "Madame Mildred Mull-
ree" of the Metropolitan.
ELIZABETH NIXON
Alpha Delta Sorority; Glee Club, '25.
Imagine a quiet girl with sea-green
eyes, who looks as if she belongs be-
tween tinsel and lace on an old-fashioned
valentine and you have "Betty." The
personification of friendliness, she holds
the hearts of her friends. "Betty" in-
tends to be a "gym" instructor but we
know that she will never be in any pro·
fession long-she makes such delicious
cookies.
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GERTRUDE REBER
Gertrude has not been here very long.
She has impr~ssed us as being a very
quiet, young lady. Under that quiet ex-
terior must lurk a great deal of mischief.
Watch out.
MARGARET SEAMON
Glee Club, '25.
I thought to myself, "She's a flapper
A wild little flapper no 7n01·e."
But-
I found that our fair "Hamlinite" i";
mighty smart in her studies and ranks
first among our "'baby" tennis stars. In
many of the neighboring towns, especial-
ly Adams Basin. live young men who are
highly esteemed by our heroine. (This
must be so for Chatter said so).
BERNICE SHEETZ
You may think she's quiet-but wa:t
until you know her. Are you looking for
a good time, look up Bernice. She says
she's off the boys but we doubt it. Did
you know South Avenue is rising to mu~i­
('al fame? All because Bernice lives
there.
HELEN SHUMWAY
Helen is a quiet, well-mannered girl
who wouldn't stand out in a crowd at all.
But, there is a twinkle in her eye. She
has common sense and pluck and is
willing to work hard. How Helen can
make that old piano talk. Helen prefers
the Canadian "seal" on everything from
her violets to her man. (This is on the
quiet, you might ask her about it.)
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KEITH SPENCER
Glee Club, '25.
Spe!lcer i~n't as savage as he looks
her(); in fact during his short stay with
us he has worked his way into many of
(ur h( arts and will not soon be forgotten.
His work as cheer-leader during the
basl,etball season, was invaluable and he
has undertaken everything with the samJ
zealousness and success. Luck to you,
"Spiff."
fRANCIS STANFORD
Francis has only one weak sid .'-:Ie
can't witbstand girls-particularly petite
curly haired ones. He gets along all
right in scbool and is one of C. V. B.'s
star pupils in Physics. We must not
forgEt two other strong points of his-he
steers a mean toboggan in winter and
wields a wicked racket in summer.
E GENE STULL
Phi-Alpha; Magpies; Orchestra; Glee
Cluh, '25.
I'm the sheile, the sheile, the sheile
M?/ hail" is stucle down sleek
I love the gi1'lies fai1'
With blacle or golden hai'l".
Ilt night when people sleep
The dance hall I do seek
'l'0 tl"ip it as I go
On the light fantastic toe.
MARJORIE TODD
Marjorie is among the popular girls of
B. N. S. She is very studious and holds
a place among those on the honor roll.
in her leisure hours one may find her
either in the dance hall or r:ding-who
with? May you have success in your
future.
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HELENE TUCKER
President of Arethusa Sorority; Glee
Club.
Why does one person command SD
much morJ respect and regard than
ethers? Your answer may be found in
'·Eenie." Does she ever complain? NJt
she. Did you eVEr feel yourself picked
on? Helene will sympathize with you
and you'll be convinced the fault is "part-
ly yours." Were you eVEr mad at some
one over a petty trifle? After you've
seen "Eenie" you've forgotten your child-
ishness and are again ready to lick the
world. She's not a model, but a real
person.
LEONA WELLS
At first we'll consider he?' eyes
( A like as to COlO1' and size)
Her winlwble, blinkable
!Ifen'ily tZlJinlwble
Simpl.1J unthinkable eyes.
During the nco:'} hour this young lady
daily pours a little spice of variety into
our hard, cruel life with her "quips" and
"pranks." Her great ambition is to be
an "old maid." Most old maids don't
care for sweet things, but-Good luck.
FLORENCE WIDRICK
Florence is a steady worker and is
never a laggard in any of her classes.
She is well liked by all the student3 and
especially by those who know her inti-
mately. It is said she plays the ukelele
divinely. Her ambition is to be a great
musician. We hope we may some day
be proud to hear ber play in some great
concert hall.
CLASS OFFICERS
Mary Pitts President
G. Norman Benedict. Vice-President
Beulah Charles Secretary
Fred H. Covert Treasurer
Margaret Harmon Executive at Large
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The fire smouldered and flickered beneath the huge caldron, caus-ing o-rotesque figures to dance weirdly over the scene. The old ",ritch,
muttering and mumbling to herself, stirred the mystic contents ofthe caldron. Vve could scarcely restrain our excitement. "Hurry,hurry! Tell us what you see," we cried to the old hag.After what seemed an endless waiting, she spoke thus: "I behold
a piquant young miss. Her name-her name is Beulah Charles.She holds a pen in her hane!. Mark my word, that young lady will
make lr. Palmer look to his laurels."
"There is another figure. It is light and dainty, with marcelledhair. Her name is Margaret Dickerson, is it not? E're long, ewYork will have a nevv favorite n Broadway. Her name will be em-blazoned in electric letters 'Peggy, the Second Pavlowa.'
"Ah! I see a kitchen shining white. There is a maiden busily
counting her egg money. She has turned her face. It is Betty De-Flyer. They say she is an authority on butter, eggs and Bill.
"Again I see the lights of Broadway. Helen Fess is the star ofthe ensational play, 'The Secrets of Solvay Revealed'."The witch stopped. She gazed deeply into the boiling caldron,shakino- her head in a puzzled manner. "I behold a face that appears
again and again. It is a beautiful face, from which peer forth large,dreamy eyes. It must be Antoinette Forgione. She is just signing
a contract with the famous movie producer, Goldwyn.
"'About face! One, two!' A tall, slim girl is giving this com-
mand to a class of cadets at West Point. Vvas not there not one ofyour classmates who was fond of teaching physical training? I haveit. She is Billie Hill.
"Wedding bells will ring. There will soon be another poor soul
adrift upon the sea of matrimony. Marie Horner is the girl. But
who can blame her? Have you ever seen Leland's bewitching smile?
"I see an English class. It is the same room in which Miss Edwardsformerly reigned but now it is Marguerite Kates. She is lecturingto an awe-stricken class, on the art of avoiding the use of correctEnglish.
"In the near future an international auto race will be held. Greatbetting is going on in Wall St. Millions of dollars are involved. The
odds are four to one in favor of Jennie McCall, who will drive herdauntless Ford."
The witch paused for rest. After an interval of several moments,
she gave a start.
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"Behold," she said, "an immense crowd eagerly awaits the famous
dietetian, Ethel Henning. She i making a coast to coast tour. de-
livering her world-famed lecture, 'How I Lost Forty Pounds Over
Night'.
"The thrill of a lifetime is soon to come to the lawyers of the
world, for Dora Sklov, noted woman lawyer, is about to present her
affirmative vie,,'s on the mighty question of 'Should a "Vornan Have
More Than Six Divorces?' She has a powerful array of arguments
gained from experience.
"A new hotel has just been opened. It is called the 'Laurentani.'
Linda, who has made a name for herself as a competent manager
and a good cook, is owner of the place.
"Paris is coming to Solvay for its styles. Vainly struggling
against odds, the Paris designers have thrown up their hands in
despair, for what chance have those poor mortal since Dot Smith
has opened her dressmaking e tablishment?
"Crowds are pouring forth from the Metropolitan Opera House.
Their faces are glistening with pleasure of an evenin o' well spent.
They have just heard Ruth Cook, the famous soprano. Her pro-
gram consisted of the following songs: '/\ Frog He vVould a Wooing
Go,' 'Toyland,' 'Dapple Gray.' For her encores she sang 'Tomorrow'
and 'Far, Far Away'.
Seniors at Yale are gazing in amazement at their new history
professor. Such "words of wisdom and knowledge never have been
heard from the lips of one so young and so fair as Dorothy Seybold.
"The reformatory at Elmira is no longer the place it used to be,
for Mary Pitts has become chief warden. Corporal punishment has
been abolished. Spare the rod and save your strength, is her motto.
"A- sleeping marathon has just been announced. J\Iany are the
contestants. But fortune again will favor your classmates. Irna
Meyers is destined to win.
"Another name will be added to '\Vho' vVho.' Gertrude Strauss
has created a sensation in the world of letters with her new book,
'The Art of Getting a Seat in a Trolley.'
"I see a baton being wildly waved in the air. A fair young maiden
is clutching it. It is Hilda Hartell conducting the World Famous
Hartell Symphony Orchestra. She was always fond of music, was
she not?"
The fire gradually died out The witch ceased talking and clutch-
ing her broomstick soared into the air, leaving us breathless and
amazed.
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Myself and two companions eagerly entered those massive doors
above which shone forth the brilliantly lighted sign, bearing the words
"Child's Theatre." Long had we earnestly desired to visit it for was
not one of our former classmates of B. N. S. the proud owner? Atiast we stood within those bronze portals, viewing with wondering
eyes what seemed too magnificent to be true. In awe we gasped
at the splendor of the place, but could one expect something less ele-gant and majestic on hearing that M. Clark was the architect? With
merited skill the structure was at last completed in this year, 1935.We were not much surprised to find Mrs. Childs, nee l\1argaretHarmon, at the ticket booth. Having arrived late, we did not tarryto talk, but hurried on, little dreaming of how many more of ourformer classmates were to be brought to our mind this day. Hesitat-ing, doubtful whither to turn our steps, a tall man stepped up to us,
no other than Dan Davis, who ushered us to our respective seats.Seated among such luxury in comfortable, cushioned seats, we cast
our piercing glances about to sooth our burning curiosity as to who
was there. To our great surprise the first box on the right was
occupied by "Betty" Nixon and Florence Albus. A few rows in frontof U~ sat De Barclay, in the uniform of a nurse, attempting with no
success to keep her two small charges from quarreling over a small,fluffy, white dog. The various sounds of the overture sent our gazein the direction of the orchestra, where to our sudden surprise there
stood Field Akeley with baton in hand directing.
As the music died away, the curtain rose for the vaudeville. We
sat rigid with anticipation of what it would bring forth. OnnaleeHamil, as an Hawaiian dancer, glided out on the stage and fairlyfloated among the palm trees and bamboos, accompanied by RosileHarsch on the guitar. A thud, thud of heavy feet were heard and
out came Norman Benedict and those other bears for the "trainedbear act." The whirling and bending that Ruth Gleichunf andFrancis Stanford did in thir Apache dance brought exclamations
of wonder to our lips. The next, a touching solo by M. McCormick,brought tears to our eyes. However, mirth soon displaced our sad-
ness, for the clown act followed, in which "Bob" Meinhart was theleading clown.
The pictures were the next to follow. During these the organist,Alene Butler, played the specially prepared music composed byHelen Shumway. The Pathe Tews, indeed, brought news to us, asthe following indicates: Gordon Killgardner, our new ambassadorto Spain, is about to leave vvith his wife, nee Helene Tucker, for his
new tation. "Smiling Ken" Barclay has taken "Babe" Ruth's place
with the baseball fans. Entirely outraged by the actions of theSouth Sea Island, the government is about to dispatch its stalwart
sea captain, S. Dewey, thither to subdue the revolts. L. Wells now
ranks among the noted, having just published her "Outline of B.S. History," an indispensible book for all would-be students at the
above-mentioned place. The striking illustrations by E. Johnston
make it more to be desired. G. Reber and Shultz are off for Alaska
as mis ionaries to convert the white Eskimos that Crapsy discovered
a month previous. In the foothills of the Rockies Chapman and\¥idrick are running a successful home for old maids, while M.Mansler and L. Burke are two of the unfortunate or rather fortunate
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inmates. B. Sheetze has become popular among the young people
by bringing about, in the House of Representatives, a law forbidding
the use of school books outside the school building-offenders pun-
ishable by death. The steamer Atlanta is bearing the American
prima donna, Marie Dollard, back to her native land after an ex-
tensive engagement in London. The Todd system of penmanship
has at last replaced the Palmer method in the public schools.. Helen
Wells met a crushing defeat last Saturday, at the hands of Margaret
Seaman, vvho now holds the world's tennis championship. Eloise
\Nadhams has completedy revolutionized the country school system
by putting into practice a method by which all eight grades can be
taught at the same time by one teacher.
We surely shall have to give ;vir. Childs credit for his splendid
choice of pictures. The comedy was a "Rowell" production. entitled.
"Two Is a Couple." The following is the cast of characters:
Rising Young Business Man K. Spencer
Stenographer G. Bilz
Vamp "Kate" Boyle
French Maid D. Carney
Janitor I.Tighe
\iVith such player. could it help being a perfect scream?
At last the· main feature! A super production. "Forsaken ;"
scenario by Irma Johnston; filmed by Orson C. Beaman.
Personnae
A Rich Young Heiress Mildred 1ullree
Her Rich Guest. Ora L. Cooper
Her Lover Fred Covert
Another Admirer Donald Cooley
Her Guardian Eugene Stall
The performance had indeed been all that could be desired, and
we left the theatre very glad to have come and also glad to find 0
many of our former classmates in such splendid positions.
ON THE TELEPHONE
Abe(a bit under the weather)-"Hic!
Hello!"
Ans.-"Hello."
Abe-"Hello! Hic!"
Ans.-"Hello."
Abe--"My gosh!!!! How this thing
echoes!"
"Son, what sort of a ship is this?"
"A cruiser."
"Yeah? Where are you going?"
"For a cruise, sir."
"\Vho's going?"
"The crew, sir."
"\Vhat does it run by?"
"It's screw, sir."
Don-"Why so gloomy?"
Ken-"My movie queen is peeved
'cause I haven't written her."
Don-"Well, don't worry. She'll be
2.11 right in a few days. I've never
see:l a movie queen that refused to
make up."
Dutiful James-"I do not know if
you wish to be disturbed, sir, but the
house is on fire."
Millie M.-''I'm writing a song."
SkippH-"What's the subject mat-
ter?"
lVIilIie-"It doesn't."
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NORMAL CLASS HISTORY
Three years ago we, the class of 1925, entered Brockport Normal
chool. simply Freshmen. The first few weeks we \\'ere strange tothe school and the school was strange to us, but later the faculty
entertained us at a picnic. It was some picnic. vVe sure did enjoy
ourselves and we somehow or othet- forgot our strangeness and en-tered into the spirit of the affair with plenty of pep. It was then thatthe chool began to realize \"hat a super-class we were.Juniors we at length became-high and mighty Juniors!! Realiz-ing the loftiness of our newly-acquired dignity and destination. weI;egan to assume airs which were becoming to some and not to others.Hurrah! The last stage. Seniors. Dignified? I o. Happy?Yes.
Our Senior year brought organization. and then. as well as before.
many others realized that our class was destined to make some more
noise in the world. Our Senior Play was the best so far conducted.
:-Jever in the life of the school had such succe s come to home talent.The actors and actresses proved that never such a class as ours hadexisted.
.
MOTTOES
Elmer L.-"I ain't proud"
Elbert C.-" 'Peg' away."
"Stub" N.-"Cut it short."
"Skipper"-"Try 'n' do it."
"'Gene" S.-"On with the dance."
"Eddie" R.-"He wears no m::tn's
Coller."
"Deaner" H.-"Down with Caesar."
uDan" D.-HI want 'Pat'."
"Art" B.-"Be not prepared to re-
cite."
All Teachers-"Make 'em work."
"Bones" E.-"Ev··ry day in ev'ry
way I'm ge ting fatter and fatter."
"Punk" N.-"Less than 200 or bust."
Marie D.-"Be a man."
Miss Chatterton-"There hain·t no
~uch animal."
Mary P.I-"Play the 'Vic'."
"Fr:tzie" R.-"Gand€rs are better
than geese."
"Ncrmie"-"For curing the blues,
try 'Clapping,."
"Be·b" M.-"My success I owe to
·girling·...
"H:lzzic"-"Show off to be shown
up."
O. Bcaman-"Picture ahead."
--'-H. E. F.
A. B. C. D. goldfish.
L. M. N. O. goldfish.
S. A. R. C. M.?
Lawson-"Some of your wash \Va:;
jumping around on the line ye:tor..
d:lY."
Don H.-"That was probably my
athletic underwear."
Dewey-"I finally read 'Tarzan' the
othEr day."
Don-"Among the apes?"
D~w: J '-'·No. at home alone."
Alethe-' How shall I prescnt Lep:d
measure to those kids?"
Stull-"On the hip."
Alethe-"Don't be silly; how was
it presen ted to you?"
Stull-"In a bottle."
Ak€ley-"There's a peach of a ch::k·
en lives there."
Abe (all excited )-"Who is sh:l?'
Akeley-"That's a poultry farm."
Ruth Gleiohauf-"I was so surpr'G~d
to see the announcement of your C::J-
gagement in the paper."
Keith Spencer-"So was 1."
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'iVith the last term of the Senior year came the election of officers
and members of a cabinet to manage our business transactions. We
could not have chosen better and more qualified candidates for the
positions than we did.
Now, as our three years are coming to a close and as many paths
that lead to places lie before us, we shall say that we are proud of
our Alma Mater and shall always cherish her traditions and ideals.
It is our aim, as the years go by, to give her reason to be proud of
us in turn, wherever we may go, whatever we may do. She has
given of the best of herself for us. Alma 1ater! 'vVe bid thee
farewell. -Hilda Hartwell.
THE BENEFITS I HAVE DERIVED FROM MY THREE YEARS
AT B. N. S.
When I was graduated from High School I graduated with a high
head; you know the attitude-"I know it all." After I had been in
Normal about two weeks, I realized how very scant was the extent
of my knowledge and ever since I have been comforting myself in
these two well known lines:
"I thought I knew and knew it all,
But now I find I know nothing at aiL"
One never to be forgotten day, when I was greatly perturbed over
some statement the psychology instructor had made, a Senior mem-
ber of our class came to me and said: "Vile fear things we are
ignorant of, you dear, unsophisticated child." Now, I look askance
at remarks that are made and say, "Oh, tell that to Sweeney." Then
I was given my first teaching class. I entered that classroom knees
shaking, teeth chattering. I lived through that period-I can never
explain how. When I went to receive my criticism, I was told, "Your
lesson was good, except on the following points: "You were very
nervous, ill at ease, and so mechanical. Nervous, ill at ease, mechan-
ical! I didn't even know the meaning of such words. Now, after ten
such teaching classes, I am told, "You are very calm, self-possessed
and poised in the classroom." Are these not benefits? When I en-
rolled for my last year, I "vas told my course was purely cultural.
Isn't it a grand and glorious feeling to be able to recognize Wagner's
famous "Pilgrim's Chorus," or Beethoven's charming "Moonlight
Sonata ?"
Geo. Wilson-"Jugoslavia?"
Bob Farmer·-"No, Gamma Sigma."
P€anut-"What's your dog's name?"
Bernice-"Rex..,
Peanut (who knows)-"It ought to
be Crystal, 'cause he is always on the
watch."
1st Sapi-"Gee, I'm snrry to hear
that your sister is sick."
2nd Sap-"What do you mean, sick?
She isn't sick."
1st Sap-"Is that so? Well, I went
to your house yesterday, and I saw a
sign on the door, 'Bell ou.t of order'."
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Vie, the graduating class of 1925. of Brockport State Normal
School, Brockport, Town of Sweden, County of Monroe, State of
New York. "United States of America, \iVestern Hemisphere, being as
sound in mind and able in bod.y as is permitted by the rigors and trials
of Jormal School life, acting under great stress, deceit and haucl,
about to depart from the loved and familiar scenes of our Alma Mater,
do hereby revoke all previou wills, and make, publish and declare
this one last will and testament as follows:
Fir t and foremost: \Ve extend our gratitude and thanks to the
Board of Education, our parents, and friends, for the kind interest
shown by them to the Class of 1925.
Second: To the faculty and all those who have made our gradu-
ation possible we bestow our appreciation and respect.
Third: To Mr. Elwell and his force, we bequeath our sincere wish
that he may some day have a student body who will not only pick up
stray papers, but will refuse to "park" same papers on the floor.
Fourth: To Dr. Thompson we leave our best wishes.
Fifth: The Senior girls leave securely fastened in the Normal
cloak rOOl11, one mirror, one comb, and one well-supplied vanity case
to be used the last two minutes before assembly on Monday's,
Wednesday's and Friday's.
Sixth: To Leland Voorhees, Marie leaves a last, fond, farewell.
Seventh: To Miss Jackson, a class better versed in the art of
e\\'ing than we.
Eighth: To Virginia Valentine, Helen Fess leaves her "drag" with
Miss Neff.
l\Jinth: To Mr. Beaman we bequeath the wish that he may have
a deaf, dumb and blind Sociology class.
Tenth: To Gertrude Sullivan, Belle eille leaves one-third of
her height.
Eleventh: To Mr. Cooper, a Senior Class which cannot be shocked
and which will not hang around his office. I
T\yelfth: To Patricia Hunt, Ruth Cook bequeaths all back ex-
cuse to be used for all legitimate puposes.
Thirteenth: "Dot" Seybold wills to Ellen Bailey her "ever-lasting
chatter."
Fourteenth: To Edith Nye, Mary Pitts leaves her office job
with the privilege of inspecting all criticism cards.
Fifteenth: To all commuters, a better trolley service.
Sixteenth: To the Junior Class, we bestow the back seats in
a sembly, where they may giggle and chew gum without being seen.
Seventeenth: To l\1r. Peny, at lea t one diligent student of His-
tory of Education.
Eighteenth: To Ruth Henneky, Dot Smith leaves her "bluff."
Nineteenth: To M. Phelps, Ethel Henning leaves an alarm clock,
so that he may get to school on time at least once a week.
Twentieth: To Sara Peckham, Beulah Charles leaves her voice.
Twenty-first: To the Junior girls, the Senior girls leave their
forgiving nature.
Twenty-second: To George \Vilson, Les Reed bestows the affec-
tion of all his admirers.
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Twenty-third: To the Freshman Class, we leave a Senior Class
which will not be overbearing.
Twenty-fourth: To all who wish them, we leave our old plans and
note books.
T,Yenty-fifth: To Miss Edwards, we leave the privilege of cor-
recting all the incoming rhetoricals.
Twenty-sixth: To Harriet Markham, Marg Kates wills the ·ball
chest in Coop's office.
Twenty-seventh: To the Sororities, we leave a lock which cannot
be picked.
Twenty-eighth: To Alice Schroder, we leave the right to "cop"
all the spare paper from the office.
Twenty-ninth: Finally, ~\Ve hereby appoint as executor of this.
our last will and testament, 1\11'. Fred Hancock, to act under bond of
twenty thousand dollars.
In \Vitness Whereof we have set our hand and seal on this, the
t\\'enty-third of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and twenty-five.
The SeniOl' Class.
Signed. sealed. declared, and published by the Senior Class in the
presence of each other and of those who have subscribed their names
as witnesses.
William Howard Taft.
Larry Reynolds,
"Daddy" Lathrop,
Whiskers.
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This is the last will and testament of the Senior Class of nineteen
hundred and twenty-five, drawn up in the presence of the Second
Congress of the United States of America. Hereby it does appoint
. Frederick Hiram Covert executor.
Being of a sane mind and healthy constitution, we do, before the
undersigned witnesses, make the following bequests:
Elbert B. Childs leaves his winning ways to Wilson Northrup.
Mildred Mullree leaves her "boy friends" to Emily Morgan.
Robert Meinhardt leaves his "risco" to Donald Hiler.
Margaret Seaman leaves her dove to all.
G. Norman Benedict leaves "the girl friend" to "Stub" Nesbitt.
(The highest bidder.)
Onnolee Hamil leaves her tennis balls to Mary Welch.
Arnold Burke leaves his sense of humor to the faculty.
Catherine Boyle leaves her "wicked left" to Burton Freeman.
Eugene Stull leaves his corner from "Tootsie's Triangle".
Ora L. Co.oper leaves her cud in the cloakroom.
Kenneth Barclay leaves voice in Normal Hall.
Rosalie Harsch leaves a place in the Magpies.
Margaret Harmon leaves her "speed" to all the other slow ones.
Orson C. Beaman leaves his "Papa".
Marjorie Todd leaves her place in the bus.
Daniel Davis leaves his drag(?) to John Tighe.
Alee Rowell leaves parking place for a newcomer.
Field Akeley leaves that "school girl complexion" to Priscilla
Mann.
Ethel and Irma Johnston leave their "quiet reserve" to "Chatter".
Keith Spencer leaves his patent method of opening notes to all
those thus inclined. Signed,
Robert LaFollette,
Abie C. D. Goldstein,
"Billie Von Hindenburg,
Paul Chapman.
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SOME SERIOUS SENIOR THOUGHTS
The Senior Class, does it mean anything to you, fellow students?
'For me it means twelve long years of study, but twelve short years
of pleasure. Time is the judge of whether or not these two ingredi-
ents have been mixed to correct proportions. The last twelve years
.and perhaps the next four determine our path on and up towCj.rd that
eternal beacon called success, or down and away to that dark monster
called failure.
'vVe Seniors are just beginning to love and appreciate our golden
High School days. Would that we might stay here and dwell for-
ever in this castle of hated books and teachers, of dull monotony; all
these we love so well down deep in our hearts. Would that we might
discover the fountain of youth and remain forever young; to frolic
on the campus, to talk in the halls, to trip the "light fantastic toe"
to the rythm of soft syncopation, to watch a grim battle on the court
of the good old gym, that has seen so many hard-fought scrimmages,
to see old glory whipping a blue sky above the giant green maples
and to thrill in pride for our Alma Mater and our country.
But it is not for us to carryon the spirit of our beloved school,
but for you. Old Father Time bids us move on. The never-failing
.cycle is grinding out our lives. We must go on, and up, and out into
that vast space called the world, where we shall meet knocks and
smiles, sorrows and pleasures, and, yes-life and death.
But "hence loathed Melat:lcholy." Let us not be pessimistic. We
a)l h.ave rosy hopes and dreams for the future. We cannot all be
Lincolns or Roosevelts, Madame Curies or Babe Ruths, but it does
no harm to build beautiful air castles. Perhaps we shall be poor
,'-'age-earners and housekeepers in the little cottages nestling under
the shade of the hills. Fame or riches matter not as long as we are
happy; if we can enjoy a beautiful sunset, or the grandeur of the
mountaiQ.s; if we can merit the love of our husbands or wives, and
children; in general, if we can be God's children in a true sense of the
word, we shall succeed and win in the game of life. (Caesar's ghost.
1 feel my hair turning grey already.)
FAREWELL
Farewell thou true and faithful friend,
Our days together soon must end.
We soon must leave thy kindly walls,
Thy classrooms, and thy friendly halls;
But ne'er shall we forget the hours
Vole've spent with thee, dear school of ours
Where'er we roam, whate'er we do
Our thoughts will e'er return to you.
-R. E. C.
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Bang! Thirty heads bobbed up simultaneously and looked dazedly
at the History of Education teacher. vVas he going mad? No, al-
though I do not doubt in the least that there would have been suf-
ficient, nay a surplus, of reasons to bring on such an unfortunate
condition. .
To get down to the facts of the case, our class had an unexpected
visitor, one belonging to the species of small rodents of the genus
mus. This animal, being a resident of nearly every country and, alas
of many households and institutions, is commonly known as a mouse.
A mouse! Often has that alarm struck terror into the hearts of
women. Did the thirty members of our class instinctively act ac-
cording to tradition and seek refuge on the desk tops? No, while
the dreadful creature had the floor, they remained calmly in their
seats. Who dares to say that women are not strong minded?
V/hy did this tiny creature seek our room? was it because it was
very highbrow, or was it too aspiring for the chair of a pedagogue
and was seeking up-to-date methods to teach the little mouse pupils?
Of course the caller created unwelcome diversion-to the teacher.
Well, after we continued to give two-thirds of our attention to the
mouse and one-third to the theories that our worthy instructor was
expounding, he, the teaher, naturally felt slighted, and his patience
waned. The object that was aimed at the interpolator, fell on the
floor without hitting its mark. Surely the bold thing would stay
away now; but not so. It 'has often been said that you can't keep
a good man down. This was true in this case, annoyingly so. At
last, wishing to end this game of "now you see me-now you don't,"
our esteemed critic lost his temper and slammed a book at the of-
fender. Hence the loud bang which aroused us from our semi-stupid
condition. Not being fortunate to sit on the front row, I couldn't
tell whether the book did reach its intended victim, but hearing no
squeal, I judged that it didn't. But perhaps the poor thing was so
scared that it couldn't have squealed if it had wished to. Anyway
it must have realized that its life was at stake, for it didn't come
back.
I think if I had been the teacher, I should have ordered our only
male member to come to the rescue and drag out the offender by its
tail.
Action must be taken locally, for the mouse is becoming a menace
to our right of pursuing happiness. The mouse is usurping our priv-
ileges and preying upon our food. What can we do to protect our-
selves? There is no lunch room. The commuter does not feel especi-
ally joyful when he reaches upon the rack and pulls down his lunch
only to find that something has beat him to it.· Then, too, there seems
to be more than one kind of mouse. \A/hy are so many things bor-
rowed permanently? I'm still on the trail of the mouse who made
way with my can of Campbell's Soup. Must have taken rats or a
whole tribe of mice to roll it off the rack. Two-legged mice, please
be more discreet.
The mouse seems to have a monopoly on the girls' cloak room.
I go into the deserted room and am suddenly startled by a crackling
noise. Ah, the waste-paper basket! The dear mouse is only playing
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a game of hide and seek amidst the debris. Sometimes they are even
so brazen as to play leap frog and similar rough games on the floor
and they even venture into the pockets and up the sleeves of nearby
coats. Have you ever tried to imagine what a horribly soft, squashy
sensation it would be to unwittingly tread on one of these rodents?
So, for our sakes and also for the mouse's sake, the rodent must go.
Someone has said that the only good mouse is a .dead orte, but
from observations made in our sorority kitchen, I should say that the
only good mouse is a dead one buried.
-Virginia E. Valentine.
SOME REINCARNATION
"My dear girl," said I, "I do not and will not believe in previous
incarnations. It's perfect foolishness," and with this comment, I
turned over and went to sleep. Such were my sentiments before the
great adventure, which I will relate to you.
I was suddenly awakencd and distinctly remember looking, by a
sudden radiance falling upon the bed, to see if Mary Ann were awake.
I sat up, rubbing my eyes and trembling. There w'as a vague, in-
definite sort of noise and in the center of the radiance appeared a tall,
lovely figure of a ·woman. I must have lost consciousness, because
the next thing I knew I was in a large castle and before me was the
woman. "This is the 'Palace of Time'," said shc in a low, even,
musical voice, "and you behold before you the Muse of History. It
was my lot to overhear your thoughtless and ignorant remark con-
cerning previous incarnations, and in the pursuit of a rather silly
whim, I have chosen to reveal to you the fallacy of your belief." I,
dumbfounded, could say nothing. She, however, continued, "I shall
conduct you through various ages and reveal to you in the person of
men and women of history, certain of your friends and associates."
I remained silent, unable to utter a word. At a motion of her hand,
the curtains at the head of the audience hall parted and revealed to
me on a crude throne, the shriveled and aged figure of Father Time.
"0, Time!" my guide said, "turn back the pages of thy book this
night that this erring mortal may discover the mistakes of her
theories." After much remonstrance, the old man gave in grumb-
lingly. The curtains came together again and the Muse turned to
me. "Close your eyes," she commanded, "and when you open them,
you will find yourself back in the Stone Age." I obeyed.
There was a great whistling, as of wind, and when I opened my
,eyes I was in the middle of an immense forest. Quoth the Muse,
",We will be invisible save to each other. There was a rustling in
the leaves of the trees above us and a figure, muttering to itself,
dropped do·wn. It vvas a woman, a cave woman, clad in the skin of
a sabre-tooth tiger and carrying a notched club. Her hair was long
and tied back with bone pins. Imagine my horror and astonishment
to behold in that savage countenance, the face of that modern young
"\Toman, Ora Cooper. I stepped forward and impulsively spoke,
"Ora, Ora!" I said, "don't you know me?" But the cave woman, not
seeing me, and evidently, all too evidently, not understanding me,
.,brandished her club, pickecj up the hunk of meat she was carrying,
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and, after letting out a few startled roars, ran off. I expect she
was probably a modern cave wom<\n.
"After this," said the Muse, "keep quiet! The next place we are
going to is Greece, and the time is about the fourth century. Vve
will only stop there a minute. Do you think you could close your
eyes without my telling' you every time?"
I did so, and when I opened them we were sure enough in an~ient
Greece. It was dusk and a man who walked with a very decided,
bouncy step was coming up the street. He was wrapped in a dark
mantle, but I knew him. His hair was the same, waving, erect and
triumphant. I saw him suddenly stop before a Greek restaurant,
take a couple of pins from some place in his robe and prod a couple
of young dandies who were lounging in front of the shop. They got
out of his way fast enough and didn't stop for argument. I couldn't
help laughing. "Hush," said the Muse, "that's Diogenes looking for
an honest man. He also keeps young men from standing around the
street."
"Diogene,s, nothing!" exclaimed 1. "That"s Charlie Beaman!
He's still looking for an honest man."
"Our next stop will be on the banks of the Nile, in the Roman
Age," she informed me. After the regular procedure, I found myself
gazing at an immense river, floating down which was a gigantic and
elaborately furnished raft. In the center, reclining on a pile of
cushions and guarded by a huge tiger, was that famous charmer,
Cleopatra. I looked at her closely. Impossible! I could not believe
my eyes! Nevertheless, it really was-Gertrude Simmons! In front
of her a dancer undulated slowly and rythmically in an Oriental dance.
It was Onolee Hamil.
The next place was Rome, where we saw that male vaml), Mark
Antony, teasing the girls. Quite a ladies' man he was, and he' kne:w
it, too. I knew him, and had known him quite a while; to me he was
Herbert Salisbury.
From the time of Antony we jumped into the latter part of the
sixteenth century. In Spain we came across a curious calvacade, a
certain wandering knight-errant, mounted on a donkey and accom-
panied by his faithful attendant. When vve found Don Quixote, he
was engaged in battling with a windmill, while Sancho Panzo remon-
strated with him in vain. When he had at last become tired and re-
moved his helmet, there shone forth the visage of our old friend,
A. E. Yale. As for the attendant, who else could it be but Martha
Clark?
We next betook ourselves to the court of Henry VIII, and wan-
dered unseen into the presence of that famous king. And I saw that,
beyond a doubt, he was the previous incarnation of "Daddy" Lathrop.
It was impossible to be mistaken. It touched my heart to see him
there in the midst of all his courtiers, engaged in that pleasing little
sport of making fools of them-it was so like B. N. S.
We skipped a period of time and visited England and the royal
residence, during the reign of that famous queen, his daughter,
Bloody Mary. Imagine my astonishment in beholding our sweet,
little Edna Houghton in the place of that dread monarch.
In the seventeenth century we returned to America, to view the
Pilgrim fathers landing on Plymouth Rock. Among that venerable
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band and quite the most severe and strict-looking, was an elder who
was none other than "Peanut" Hamlin. After skipping some hundred
and fifty years, we found ourselves in the period of the American
Revolution. Vie discovered in the person of Ethan Allen our good
friend, Bob Meinhardt, and saw him seize Fort Ticonderoga, "In
the name of the Great Jehovah and the Continental Congress." We
left the stirring scenes of the Revolution to visit Europe in the same
century.
There we had the pleasure of viewing that gentleman, Napoleon
Bonaparte, surveying his battle fields; his hands were behind his
back in that gesture so familiar to us B. N. S. students, who know
Professor Charles Perry. Yes! It was he! and near him, sadly
surveying the wreck of his beloved cottage and surrounded by his
wife and children was that "Simple French Peasant," known to us
of the twentieh century as Charles D. Cooper.
. In Germany, we beheld, composing his famous "Moonlight Son-
ata," he whom they called Beethoven, but whom we recognized as
the promising young musician, George Root.
My journey through the centuries was drawing to a close and I
began to feel weary. The Muse, noticing this, asked, "Have you seen
enough to show you the error of your belief? Is the fallacy of your
former judgment revealed to you?"
"Yes," I responded, "the question will be settled in my mind for-
ever and aye, whatever others may say and believe to the contrary."
"Then," said she, "my purpose has been accomplished. Close your
eyes for the last time, and when you regain consciousness you will
be at home in bed. Goodbye."
I sat up in bed rubbing my eyes. "For goodness sake," said Mary
Ann, "lie down and go to sleep. You've been tossing around half
the night and talking to yourself about cave women and Henry the
VIII, and I don't know What else." When I related my story, she
laughed until she had to hide her face in the pillow, but despite what
she says and what everyone else says, I shall always believe that my
adventure was no dream and that there is a great deal in the theory
"of reincarnation.
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THE LEGEND OF THE FLOWERS
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Dedicated to those whose childhood dreams have oft come true,
blending e're with faith and hope, cherishing rich friendship's gift,
making all the old things new.
The Sun Maid rose o'er the hill,
Combed her hair by the laughing rill,
Decked herself in her golden jewels
Then one by one she gathered her tools.
For her brush she choose the cattail tall,
Her colors the spray of the water-fall
Tinged by the hues of the Rainbow maids,
Giving it delicate dreamy shades.
Then she mounted her chariot of gold
And drove away through the sky's blue fold.
Here, through the mists of the morning light
Fairy clouds on their wind-blown flight
Formed a passage across the sky
To greet the goddess when she rode by.
Tossing her brush among dancing clouds
Draped in their slumbering vapor shrouds
The Sun Maid colored their gowns anew
With tints of the dawning's glowing hue.
The first she gave a gown of pink,
Like roses that grow Of! the water's brink.
The second she gave a gown of white
Fringed with a wondrous opal light.
The third she clothed in a gown of cream
With ribbons and bows like a May Day Queen.
The fourth, the one who had taken flight
And played with the storm clouds through the night,
She put to bed 'neath the twilight shades
To slumber and dream till the pale moon fades.
The other three ran to the edge of the stream
To view their gowns so fine and clean;
Then away to the top of the hill so high
To watch the Prince come riding by.
The zephyrs called from the vale below,
"The Prince is coming, oh ho, oh ho.
The Prince is coming along this way,
The Prince is here, 'tis his wedding day.
He seeks a flower for the Princess fair,
A flower with beauty and grace to spare,
A flower whose heart is of purest gold
Like the heart of his bride neath her gown's white fold.
Come all ye flowers from the wood and vale,
Come all ye ones from the hill and dale,
The Prince himself is coming this way,
The Prince is here, 'tis his wedding day."
"He w,ill choose me," said the crimson rose,
"I am the fairest flower that grows.
There's beauty, there's fragrance in my perfumed bower,
The hummingbird sings to me every hour.
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The bumble drones me the same old love theme,
The butterfly breathes me his every day dream.
All of the breezes that southward blow
Tell of my fame as on they go.
No flower in a garden twixt earth and sky
Is half so wonderous or charming as 1."
"Choose you!" mocked the dimpling crimson rose,
"Why I am the fairest flower that grows."
"He will choose me," said the Lily white,
"Here in my heart is a golden light.
My petals are fringed with sparkling dew,
Hoops where the sunbeams go dancing through.
I'm wonderful, beautiful, charming, they say;
I'd grace a bride's gown on her bridal day.
I would nod at the knights as we passed them by,
For I am not bashful, I am not shy.
I'd tell them how I, through my charm and grace,
Won the most notable coveted place,
Chosen the flower for the queen to wear,
For I am the fairest of the fair."
"Where is the flower as fair as I?"
Sang the Maid of the Mist as she danced near by,
"I need not the aid of the moon's bright jewels,
Nor yet the aid of some fairy's tools.
I need not the dew drops that glisten and shine,
For I live in a grandeur all sublime.
I need not the aid of the flaming dawn,
I need not the aid of the wind's low song.
I need not the sun or its beams so bright
For I live in a fanciful mystical light ;
And just because I am, I ween
He will choose me the flower for the Queen."
The lulling breeze caught the Bluebell's ring
And passed it along to the restless wind
Who carried it high into the air .
'Till it reached the flowers who had tarried there.
"Where is the flower as blue as the sky
Who hath charms to soothe the woods as I?
Who awakens the glen with a merry ring?
Who accompanies the songsters when they sing?
At noon when the Butterflies dance so gay
Who chimes the music along their way?
At eve when the shadows go flitting by
Who sings them a mothering lullaby?
'Tis the Bluebell the most wonderous flower
That sways by the stream or in magic bower.
'Tis the Bluebell will sing on this wedding day
For the Prince and Princess so happy and gay,
The Bluebell will ring on the soft night air
And bring back the memories friends may share.
'Tis the Bluebell will carol with the lark at dawn
A never far sweeter melodious song.
Where is the flower as blue as the sky
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With charms to soothe' the woods as I?"
The breezes again crept through the dale
And spread a warning o'er hill and vale,
"Come all ye flowers so wonderous fair,
Come all ye ones with fragrance rare,
Come all ye ones with beauty and grace,
Come all ye flovvers to the deep wood place;
For the Prince is coming along this way,
The Prince is here, 'tis his wedding day."
A rustling murmur and then a hush,
An appalling stillness o'er tree and bush;
Not even a tinkle, not even a laugh
From loitering elves within the grass,
For Love, the goddess of night and day
Held all the wood in her magic sway
As she beckoned the Prince to the forest green
To choose the flower fit for a Queen.
In 'neath the arch of the spreading trees
The Prince rode forth with skill and ease.
He doffed his cap with its plume so long
To star-eyed wood nymphs in graceful throng,
A greeting he smiled to the ferns below
A nodding and courtesying now to and fro.
He laughed with the elves in their swings of thread
Spun from a glittering spider's web
Hung from the ends of the grasses high
Swung by the winds as they hurried by.
Then he shouted his praises, his heart in each word,
Of elfin and tree and caroling bird.
The wood now awake caught up the refrain
And echoed a welcome thrice over again. ,
The rays of the sun pierced the dome of the wood
And laid a gold carpet from where the Prince stood
That wound like a path midst the green's cool shade
'Till it came to the flowers in the heart of the glade.
Unheralded, unnoticed he drew up the rein,
Paused in the shade of the rustling vine,
Waited and watched 'neath the sheltering trees,
Seeking the 'flower with charm to please.
The lily gazed within the brook,
Viewing her form with arrogant look.
Smoothing her petals of pearly hue
Bathed with perfumed drops of dew.
The Rose Flower laughed as she danced and swayed,
Flirting with elves of the echoing glade;
Now blowing kisses of incense rare,
Now scattering fragrances everywhere.
The Maid of the Mist shook her towsley head
As she raised herself from her mossy bed,
Thanking a sunbeam for guarding the retreat
While she had indulged in her 'beauty sleep.
The bluebell rang on the golden air
Pealing her melody everywhere,
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Tossing her echoes, windward blown
To lure the Prince to her deep wood throne.
Vanity, vanity, thou rulest us all,
We bend and sway to they challenging call;
None can resist thee, thou movest the earth,
From you humble martyr to liege of high birth.
The power of thy presence, the ring of thy name
Brings doom to the seeker of fortune and fame.
Art does not hold thee, thou treadest alone
Amid rose-colored paths and walks of thine own,
Bound with false guilt that Time will erase,
Disclosing a barren desolate place
Hedged in with creeds, whose theories grow cold;
Waxing with Truth that conquered of old,
Crumbling like mist at davvn of the day,
Rising at night to unvanquished fray;
Silencing virtue, mockery its power
Comes vanity's presence in unwanted hour
Bound by thine own ghost in self 'flicted chains
Blind to the fetters, encased in their frames.
Till broken by sledges from Wisdom's own forge
Thou bitest the dust, beaten and scourged,
Never to rise, conquered at last.
Vanity, vanity, thy reign has passed.
Catching the silver of shimmering stream
The Prince turned his steed from this wooded scene;
Sorrowful and saddened with doubt in his heart,
For where was the flower whose beauty imparts,
A charm to the woodland, the hill and dale,
Lending its magic within swaying vale;
Enriching with fragrance the fluttering glen,
Unchanged by the praise of each woodland friend;
Sincere in its beauty, in beauty sincere,
Was there one flower in all nature's sphere?
On down the stream, past fairy draped caves,
Vibrant with sounds of ne'er ceasing waves.
One cave where e1fins make dreams through the day,
Wrap them in cloudlets who bear them away,
And scatter them silently all through the night
To play with earth children on pillow down white.
One cave Faun Autumn, so deep in her art
Mixes her colors, each integral part.
Brewing and testing she shades now a leaf
Viewing and tinting she gilds now a sheaf.
Her gold, the sun's rays all melted and cooled
Her red, Eve's crimson gathered and pooled
Dreaming and watching for Summer to go,
Planning and longing, her hues in a row,
Ready to hurl them on through latent air,
Piling like magic her paints everywhere.
One cove encroached with invisible threads,
Fastened to stars in the vault over head,
Loosened at night afore the moon doth arise
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Lighting her highway along through the skies.
One cave where dew drops are made through the night,
Gleaming and glowing in iridescent light.
One drop of the ~ea, ol'le hue of the pearl,
One space of starlight enfolding the world,
Behold then a dew drop, waiting the hour
'Till she awakens in the heart of a 'flower,
Bathing its petals in still drops of dew,
Enriching the fragrance, making all new.
Viewing a world she never had seen
Fading at length 'neath the bright morning's beam.
Down by the stream where the willows grow,
Swaying with grace in fanciful row,
Gleaming like silver when touched by the moon,
Silent as prayers when may:bells chime noon,
There 'neath the brink on a moss-quilted bed,
A modest, wee wildflower, nourished and fed
By sprays from the stream and devvs from the rain
Scattered rich perfume far over the plain.
Filling the breezes which ran through the vale
Leaving a scented accessible trail.
Looking with longing, yet looking in vain,
The Prince caught the scent from over the plain.
Riding with speed, the wind far behind
Seeking the hollow the wildflower to find.
Pausing, dismounting, his wrap in his hand
He knelt, humble Lord, on ne'er trodden strand.
Appalled by the beauty of one little flower,
Entranced by the fragrance wrapped in its bower,
Breathing, in silence, the breath of great joy,
Seeing true beauty no man can destroy.
Its velvety petals the sky's evening blue;
Its center a heart with pure gold shining through.
To none on this earth could such beauty compare,
Surely a flower for the Princess to wear.
Plucking the blossom and wrapping it firm
In tangled laced patterns of maiden-hair fern
Mounting, he rode with all haste through the vale,
Across sunlit plains, on down through the dale,
On down the highway, his charge took the lead,
Passing fair villages, racing top-speed.
Pausing when reaching the city's broad gate,
Saluting his soldiers who there did await,
Marching assembled, the Prince in the lead,
Guiding witti skill their sleek prancing steeds.
Thrilled by the cheers of the waiting crowd;
Stealing shy glances at some sweetheart proud
To see him, whom she lcyves, ride with such grace,
Wearing a smile on his strong sun-bronzed face.
On passed the throng in their gala-day dress
Rode gay-hearted soldiers with long streaming crests.
Then one grand full shout, as rounding the bend
The Princess appeared, awaiting the men.
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Standing erect on the old Palace porch, .
She greeted the Prince and his mounted escort.
A Princess at heart and a Princess in name
Endowed by her people with glory and fame.
Seeking their welfare her own good- to find
Mellowing strifes with justices own kind;
Ruling her kingdom with love's mighty hand
Her name is sounded throughout all the land.-
Dismounting and bearing his .token so rare,
He knelt, kissing the hand of "the Princess fair.
Presenting the gift, his eyes full of love,
Wondering he waited, oh would she approve
Of this little flower, a wee one so blue
Colored the shade of the eve's azure hue?
With fingers so soft like stolen moon rays,
The Princess in careful delicate ways,
Unwound the fern lace, so brilliant a green
Beholding a violet, flower for a Queen.
A silence enshrouded the Palace and Court
Casting a spell which no power could thwart,
Prolonged by the breathing so stifled and short,
Broken by heart beats like muffled report.
Then raising her eyes all wet with bright tears,-
The Princess spoke out with a voice calm and clear,
"I thank thee, my Lord, for this wee winsome flow.er
A symbol from God, from deep in its bower, . ,
Brought to us here on our wedding day,
Its purity, meekness enlightens our way;
Its fragrance so rare, breathes of our love, .
Which time will find tested, strengthened and proved;
Its memory so sweet, enshrined in our hearts,
Lives on forever, years cannot impart.
A joy too great that we shall not share,
A sorrow too deep which we cannot bear?
So come, let's be gay throughout all the hours,
Fill them with riches, for they are all ours,
To idle, or waste or fill with good deeds,
Or plant them vvith thoughts, rich fruit-bearing seeds."
So saying-she stooped and kissed his bronzed brow,
Amid all the shouts and cheers of the crowd.
The Prince pinned the violet over her breast,
Caught in the folds of her clinging white dress.
Chosen a symbol of love supreme
Surely a flower fit for a Queen.
-H. Gillette.
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DISGUSTING PEOPLE
Find Yourself
The boy "wall flower" who just hap-
pens to laugh when you pass.
The pupil who was out' yesterday
and couldn't find out his lessons for
today.
The teacher who accidently calls
you Miss instead of Mr.
The guy who swipes "College
Humor" from a certain book-box every
month.
The girl who wears her rubbers to
school because it is cloudy.
The girl who uses so many "jaw-
breakers" in English class that no
one knows what she is talking about.
. OCCUPATIONS
"Goofie" Waiting for Marian
Field A Reading "College Humor"
Charley B .. , Giving away Gam pins
"Punk" , , Reducing
"Peanut" "Stalking" (what?)'
"Bud" C ; : Steering dear ·of='girls
"Hazzie" , .
. . Opening Clams (chiefly his own)
Mary Paddock .. Being a man-hater(?)
"Bob" Palmer ,., , .
.. , . , .... , .Visiting Italy (Florence)
"Art" Brown ,Getting "Fettered"
Dan Davis , , , , , .... Scrapping
Rosalie Harsch ,Keeping QUiet(?)
Doris Carney , Making Noise
Elbert Coo , .. Knowing Something
Seniors. . . . . . . . . . . . .. GRADUATING
FAVORITE SONGS
The teacher who starts to pass out
paper when the last bell rings ..
The fellow who whispers the wrong
answer in your ear.
The person who runs off with your
"Charley, My Boy" ..... Helen Beurlein
"bumpushute" when it's raining "cats
and dogs." "Too Tired" "Daddy" Lathrop
"Katharina" Ray Hasbrouck
The teacher who says, "book .re- "Moonlight", Alice Rowell" ..
ports tomorrow," "Me and My Boy' Friend". , , ,
The girl who forever forgets that , , , ': .. , , . , , , , " , , , .. Marian MerrilI
Monday night is Lab, night. "My Be;;t Gal",.,:. ,Norman Bened~ct
The guy who borrows your ra.cket. "Where 1s My' Sweetie Hiding".".-
busts it, and then forgets the inci- , , ,~:; f,,~·, ' •• :, : ; ', .• ;', Harriet ,Markham
dent. "Blue-Eyed Sally".""". Miss Gwynn
The boy who rushes every girl in:' "Sweet Little You"'. ,WHson Northrup
town. "Hard-Ifear'ted Hannah"'., ,', , , , , , , ,': ..
The bright boy who looks aTound . , , , . , ,', , , , . , , , ,Erma Knickerbocker
to see if everyone is looking' before "Because They"An· Love You" .... '..'
he recites, I: , , : Alethe Clapp
The fellow who runs wild every "Doodle-Do(}-Doo" , "Spiff" Spencer
night and sleeps every day. "Abbie" , .. , "Millie" Mulree
The girl who produces mirror and, '''Dri'fHng Back to Dreamland" ,
powder puff at the e~d of each class. . Donald Locke
The kid who absent-mindedly teaTS "I'm Looking for -a' Girl" .". '.. , ,'''Goofle''
up a note near your desk. "Won't I Do" : : Marian
And lastly-the Stylus board which "Hail, Hail; the Gang's All Here" ...
fails to publish that marvelous tale. . ,- : :, Tbe Garris
-E, J. N. "At the End of the Road", Seniors
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THE JUNE BALL
The following conversation took place at a "Soiree for Ladies
Only" (otherwise known as a hen-party) :
"My deah, are you taking in the supergostitious, long-awaited,
much-expected festivity on June ?"
"Really, Clementine, I don't get you at all. Is someone getting
married? I do seem to remember that June is the month for brides."
"Heavens no, child, had you forgotten that June is also the month
for the JUNE BALL?"
"\Vell, Hot Spaghetti on Toast! It had absolutely slipped my
mind. Tell me all about it."
"To tell the truth, the plans are not all made yet, but we all know
that it is to be put on by the Arethusas and the Gamma Sigs."
"That listens like a good party."
"You bet your jazz garters! It is even whispered that they have
hired Vincent Lopez's Orchestra, but' I haven't been able to get the
low down on that yet. Anyhow, there will be a deuce of a mob, so
-you better get your dance ticket early before they put out the sign
'FLYING ROOM ONLY'."
"\Vell, rather, me and the sheik will be there in all our Paris
clothes. Can I bring along some friends?"
"Yeah, anybody invited by a member of the school can attend.
Gotta match; this blooming Chesterfield has lost its enthusiasm."
"Sure, here you are. Bye! See you at the June Ball."
"Oh, Lady, I'll be there."
WHEN???
When themes, rhetoricals and compositions
Have come to a finish at last;
When ramming for tests and exams
Is only a thing of the past.
When the nerve-racking finals and exempts
Are memories vanishing fast.
When these long, busy days are over,
Never to come again within our reach;
\Vhen there are no more torturing plans
To make and have O. K'ed before you teach.
When the critic's teaching class report cards showing A's, B's
and C's
Are only a kindly remembrance.
And no more make us shake at the knees.
When these school days are gone forever,
And youth, too, is gone past recall ;
We shall think of our dear days at Brockport,
As the best of our lives after all.
L. C. Lauretoni.
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"AREN'T WE ALL?"
This is written to let you know
Who from Brockport in June will go
With a diploma of latest style
That certainly to us seems worth-while.
No doubt but you will recognize them all
As they walk and parade around the hall.
Naturally you know Field Akeley
Who deserves a statue made of clay
For the wonderful work he has done
Since he came to Brockport on the run.
Florence Albus is a favorite to us all
As she walks and talks around the hall.
Kenneth Barclay, widely known as Ken,
Wishes his mother would buy a Big Ben;
Then perhaps he'd get up on time,
Instead of waiting to hear the clock chime.
Orson Beaman is always around
When there is any fun to be found.
Norman Benedict is a friend to all,
And surely will make a darn good pal.
Gertrude Bibby is wide awake,
When she arrives the rooms fairly shake;
But let me tell you she's full of fun
From sunrise 'till the setting sun.
Catharine Boyle is small but, oh
She's make a good actress in a show.
Moejil Briese is a regular girl,
Who always has her hair in curl.
Here comes Abie, one of our sheiks,
With dark brown hair and rosy cheeks;
Never mind, Abie, you'll get there,
You'll sit in an office in an easy chair.
Here comes a musical one,
You can tell Alene Butler by her little hum.
Here's a star of the History class,
You can tell Doris Carney from all as they pass.
Emma Chapman an actress will make;
She will make many a heart ache.
Elbert Childs, studious and bright,
But listen friends, don't ask him to fight.
Martha Clark is a dancing star,
Her feet never the floor will mar.
Lo and behold another boy,
Donald Cooley to B. N. S. is a joy.
Yes, Ora is Prof. Cooper's daughter,
Who never does only j'ust what she oughter,
Here comes a baker's son,
Fred Covert rises with the sun.
Marjorie Cropsey amongst us is a great pet,
She's always in her place you can bet.
Daniel Davis, our home run king,
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What would our team do without his swing.
Marie' Dollard is very neat,
When the bell rings she's in her seat.
When it comes to dancing here's the girl,
Monica Donahue sure gets the pearl.
Ivah Doty is primp and prim,
Especially when she goes to meet him.
Ruth Gleichauf is is here to help,
Her kindness by all is felt.
Onnelee Hamil we won't forget,
Her light touch we cannot get.
A scout leader fits this young girl,
Rosalie Harsch would perform for an Earl.
Gordon Hillgartner will make a good friend,
Always the same to the very end.
Yes, Ethel and Irma are the Johnston twins,
Just go ,before them and confess your sins.
Mildred McCormick, another small child,
But she's very nice and not the least wild.
Here comes a girl that we all adore,
Here comes Marian Mansler through the door.
Who's the fair youth across the room?
Bob Meinhardt certainly can handle a broom.
Millie Mullree is no teacher's pet,
Boys say she's the prettiest girl we've ever met.
Physical Director is the profession for this one,
Elizabeth Nixon can lift a ton.
Here is the star of the music class,
Alice Powell surely the tests can pass.
Here's a small one who belongs' in our crowd,
Mildred Schultz is one of whom we are proud.
The champion of tennis now draws near,
For Margaret Seaman we all will cheer.
Some say this girl is the te.acher's pet,
Not this for Bernice Sheetz you can bet.
Helen Shumway a music teacher will make,
But leave it to her when we pass the cake.
The Sheiks in OUl; class are few but fine,
Keith Spencer is the one who is always on time.
Here is a boy who will have success,
Francis Stanford's the one we must confess.
Eugene Stull to the girls is a joy,
Wasn't he cute girls when he was a boy?
John Tighe will make someone a good man,
Be sure and get the right girl if you can.
Helene Tucker says she is going to teach school,
But B. N. S. students you cannot fool.
Eloise Wadhams is as nice as any,
Ylou bet she is liked hy very many.
Leona Wells certainly can run a car, .
It is safe to ride with her if you don't go far.
Florence Widric~, a bright young miss, .
Will live happily and have a life of bliss.
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Gladys Barclay, tall and slim,
Will live a teacher's life in preference to him.
I am just about ready to close my speech,
I hope I have accounted for and spoke about each.
.If I have said something that offends you all
Go to the telephone and give me a call.
So here's good luck to everyone,
Success is the avenue to which you next come.
-G. M. B.
A PARODY
Breathes there a girl with soul so dead,
Who never to herself hath said,
This is my own, dear Normal School;
Whose heart does never within her burn,
As schoolward her footsteps she turns,
Ready to work as hard as she can,
To study, to learn, to work with great strife,
That some day she may be a woman of might,
But if she is there to waste her life,
To play and fool from morning till night,
Despite this foolishness, fickleness and weakness,
School life requires truthf.ulness, sincerity and earnestness;
The time flies fast, her school ends;
She is graduated, but not like her faithful friends,
Pride, honor and praise goes to them.
-L. C. Lauretani.
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WANTED
By Eddie Rayburn A Coller
By Mary Paddock A "Vic."
By Alice Rowell A Field
By Freddie Rudman A Gander
By Mary Southwort"h A. Root
By Doris Laack A Tighe
By Bernice Cary A Butler
By Frances Gallagher A Grove
By Ella Dauchy A Blossom
By Pauline Petrie A "Peanut"
By "Normie" Benedict A Clapp
By Helen Marsh A Way
By Madeline Curtis A Hen (l)on
By George S!'nith A Mann
By Eugene Stull A Lyon(s)
By Enos Benedict A Webb
By Orson Beaman A Dollar(d)
By Elbert Childs A "Peg"
THE LOOK
(Author unknown, by request)
Apology to Sara Teasdale
"Stubby" kissed me in the spring,
"Hookey" in the fall,
But "Punkum" only looked at me,
And never kissed at all.
"Stubby's" kisJ;: was lost in jest,
"Hookey's" lost in play.
But the kiss in "Punkum's" eyes
Haunts me night and day.
"What trouble we should all be
spared,"
Remarked the weary Sopb,
"If Father Noah had not had
Two freshmen in the Ark."
.~..
-----_...--'
WHAT NEXT?
In olden days the maiden fair let fall her golden tresses,
Quite debonair she tholight to wear her long, ground sweeping dresses.
She scorned to go upon a ride without a chaperone;
he never stayed up in the night later than twelve or one.
But now-a-days the flapper fair cuts off her golden tresses,
Quite debonair she loves to wear her less than knee-short dres'ses;' -.
She scorns to go upon a ride with a chaperone along, ,
And many nights stays out until the skies are gray with dawn.
Moral: Two centuries hence ?'%*! ;'1 Be prepared. ,
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GLEE CLUB
5
"Sple~did,," was the opinion expressed by those who saw and
heard the operetta, "\Vindmills of Holland," given by the Glee Club,
on Color Day. This was the first time that the Glee Club has pre-
sented the main feature of Color Day. We are proud to know it was
so well done.
The scene for this most entertaining operetta was the house and
mill of a rich Holland farmer.
The part of Mynheer Hertogen bosch, owner of the mill, was well
taken by Kenneth Barclay. His vrouw, Marion Merrill, was a most
sympathetic and understanding mother for .her two charming young
daughters, \Vilhelmina, Mildred MuJlree, and Hilda, Edith Nye.
Townsend Yardley, a drummer from America, gave the operetta
just enough of a Yankee touch to make it appealing to everyone.
However, we are glad ·Wilhelmina proved herself a true daughter of
Holland and did not desert her sweetheart, Hans, for the American
salesman, Bob Yankee. Wilford Hawkins credibly took the part of
Hans, who was a student of music and also very much devoted to
Wilhelmina. Fred Covert, the young Dutchman, Franz, and Au-
gustine Spalla, the rich farmer's daughter, Katrina, completed the
cast of leading characters.
The operetta was made appealing through the quaint and appro-
priate costumes worn by the principals and the chorus of twenty-
eight ·Dutch farmers' daughters. Everyone was fitted for his part
and took it surprisingly well.
The Glee Club is so large this year that it was impossible for
every member to take part. However, nearly all contributed by
playing in the orchestra, ushering or assisting in some manner to
make it a success.
This was the second public appearance the Glee Club has made this
year. The first was the Christmas entertainment, which won for us
the reputation of the largest and best Glee Club the Normal has ever
had. The last appearance, which will be at graduation, will include
only the Senior chorus, so we can say the Glee Club, as a whole, has
concluded this year's work, with one of the best entertainments ever
given at B. N. S. -lona M. Axtell, Pres.
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ORCHESTRA
"Has B. N. S. an orchestra?" "You just bet it has and it's a real
one, too. Not a musical club, but a real, live, wide-awake orchestra
of t~enty members, as follows: Violins, Louise Kuppinger, Field
Akeley, Philip D'Agnostino, Marion Boyle, Francis Vanda, Marguerite
Beadle, Marcus Carls; mandolins, lona Axtell, Gertrude Simmonds,
Winifred Smith, Eugene Stull, Almeda Rudman; cornets, Harold
Davis, Elsie Northway; saxophones, Stanley Smith, George Smith,
Faylista Holland; cello, Helene Gillette; drum, Elmer. O'Dell, and
piano, Ethel Jones." ,
The orchestra began its work by playing in assembly every Friday
morning. This had its advantages. That is it treated the assembly'
to some very good (or should I say rare) music and it 111anaged to
cut short the third period by about five or ten minutes. Music,~"'fas'
also given by request at the time of the visit ofa committ.<re from the
New York State Educational Association.
The orchestra has added much to the enjoyment of many occas-
ions during this school year. At the Christmas Entertainment and
Training School Play marches were played while the children came
in and took their places. The orchestra played between acts of the
Senior Play, thus preventing any dull moments. The greatest success
however, was on Color Day. "Did you miss that?" "What a shame !"
"You'd never believe, if you had heard the conglomeration of musical
discord at the first orchestra practice, that they would be able to
play softly enough to accompany solos." "Did they do well?" Noth-
ing 'else but!"
. The orchestra has had a most successful year and the members
are sorry it is nearly at a close. However, they will play once more,
other than for assembly, namely for graduation. At this time they
are planning to win even a better reputation for themselves.
-lona Axtell.
Mr. Beaman-"I would ask you
Seniors who just came in to correct
the drawings but I want it -done right."
Poor Seniors. Aren't we bright,
though?
" --1--
·;\'.1:r. Beaman-"If I were only in
,.)1 <.
Glalifornia now."
E. Lawson-"No such good luck."
--1--
Miss Briggs-"Well, Elbert, what
have you to say on the question 1"
Elbert Childs-"What was the ques-
tion-: please?"
---i--
Art. Brown-"Please write me a
note this period."
Dot. Fetter-"I haven't the time for
such mere trifles."
An interesting discussion about iron
was being carried on among some
pupils in the fourth grade. They
were saying that iron beds were manu-
factured in England. Miss Van Slyke
asked them why they were so inter-
ested in iron beds and where they had
learned that fact. One of the pupils
opened a .geography book and read the
following statement: "There are many
rich beds of iron in England."
Ora-"I can't get this example to
come out right.'"
Daddy-"That is simple arithmetic.
I can't take the time to teach fifth
grade arithmetic in Intermediate Al-
gebra class."
THE STYLUS
THE FACULTY AND THEIR PET HOBBIES
Miss Martin-Being popular.
Miss Gwynn-Getting letters from her "cousin."
Miss Edwards-"The New England Pilgrimage."
Miss Hunt-Smiling.
Miss Shepard-Playing with her beads.
Miss Yale-Eating dill pickles.
Miss Jackson-Looking over the top of her glasses.
Mr. Salisbury-Skipping school.
Mr. Lathrop-Chewing gum.
Mr. Beaman-Pricking people with pins.
Miss Chatterton-Rushing around.
Miss Wallace-Flitting.
Mrs. Wallace-Mr. vVallace, of course.
Miss Shirley-Helping others.
Mr. Perry-Keeping calm.
Miss Briggs-Assigning History references.
Mr. Cooper-Trying to impress the Seniors.
Dr. Thompson-Everything to help and nothing to hinder.
Miss E. J. Smith-Laughing.
Mrs. Garnham-Telephone calls.
Miss Vanderhoof-Slashing lesson plans.
Miss Ingalls-Keeping quiet.
Miss Brigham-Being a "jolly good sport."
Miss Rowley-Keeping neat.
Miss VanSlyke-Talking.
Miss Vinal-Winking.
Miss 1. Smith-Cutting up, Books.
Miss Neff-Being beautiful to look at.
Normie (getting a new pair of shoes)
-"Do YOu furnish oars with these
gondolas?"
Alethe-"I wish I had a study hall."
Normie-"You need a lot of room."
Mr. Cooper (warning his Sociology
class against marriage; finishing
grandly)-"Uncle Walt waited a long
time."
Ethel Henning (soto voice)-"So
will we."
Doc. Salisbury-"How long before
my boy can go out after the measles,
doctor?"
Doctor Hazen-"The boy doesn't
have to go out after the measles.
Just get him a seat in school and they
will come to him."
C. Bailey (at Coffee Shop)'-"Hey,
there."
Waiter-"Yes, sir, how will you have
it ?"
"If ignorance is bliss," said Art.
To Tighe, "Well then, my boy,
"You'd better get your life insured;
You're apt to die of joy."
WANTED-A three-tube set, by a
man with a mahogany finish.-Classi-
fied ad in N. Y. Telegram.
We've all heard about the absent-
minded professor who poured the
syrup down his back and scratched
his pancake, but the one that wo'iTies
us is the one who poured catsup on
his shoelace and tied his spaghetti..
SENIOR HOBBIES
~
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Beaulah Charles-Bossing.
Margaret Dickerson-Marcelling her hair.
Betty DeFlyer-Riding in a Hup.
Billie Hill-Talking.
Hilda Hartell-Wearing ne"v dresses.
Masie Hanner-Seeing Leland.
Helen Tess-Looking for Marguerite.
Marguerite Kates-Kidding Cooper.
Jennie McCall-Driving her Ford.
Erma Meyers-Resting. .
Ruth Cook-Keeping calm.
Dora Sklov-Weighing herself.
Linda Laurentina-Being neighborly.
Antoinette Forgione-Looking sweet.
Dorothy Smith-Falling.
Dorothy Seybold-Going.
Mary Pitts-Reading Sociology.
Ethel Henning-Eating.
Gertrude Strauss-Keeping up with Ethel.
THE ORATORICAL CONTEST IN BROCKPORT AND VICINITY
The oratorical contest has not meant much to many of us, but a
few in B. N. S. have shown interest and entered. The oratorical contest
purposed to teach more about the Constitution. There was a choice
of several subjects given, such as, "The Constitution," "Hamilton
and the Constitution," "Lincoln and the Constitution," "Marshall and
the Constitution," and other great American men and their work
with the Constitution. The topic chosen by an individual was to be
worked into a speech. This speech was to be given orally and last not
more than ten minutes. Reference was to be made to credulous books
or periodicals.
Nation-wide attention has been given this contest. Many news-
papers have taken it under their auspices. Our contest was under
the auspices of the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle. This news-
paper chose judges and decided that district finals should be held at
Brockport Normal on April the ninth. The district included Brock-
port, Spencerport, Hilton, Holley, Bergen and Albion.
Before the district finals a preliminary tryout had to be held to
"decide who would be the district contestant from Brockport. So, on
April the seventh, in the afternoon in the assembly hall, the pre-
liminary tryout was held. Dr. Thompson had asked Mr. Blossom,
the Reverend Mr. Miller and the Reverend Mr. Webster to act as
judges. There were five contestants, namely: Margaret Harmon,
Adeline Dembeck, Rosalie Harsch, Elbert Childs and Orson Beaman.
Slips were drawn as to places. Elbert Childs first delivered his speech
on "Hamilton and the Constitution," Margaret Harmon delivered her
speech next, on "Lincoln and the Constitution; Orson Beaman de-
livered his oration third, on "Marshall and the Constitution;" Rosalie
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Harsch delivered her speech next, on "How the Spirit of the Consti-
tution Has Changed since 1787;" Adeline Dembeck spoke last, on
"An Article of the Constitution." Altogether the speeches were very
good. The judges decided that Orson Beaman was the winner, Rosa-
lie Harsch coming second, Margaret Harmon third, Elbert Childs
fourth and Adeline Dembeck fifth.
The district finals were held on April the ninth. there were
three contestants, Mr. Skelton from Albion, Mr. Bower from Bergen
and Mr. Beaman from Brockport. Mr. Bower, whose topic was
"Hamilton and the Constitution," was given first prize; Mr. Beaman
came second, and Mr. Skelton, 'who spoke on "Lincoln and the Con-
stitution," came third. The judges in this contest were Mrs. Harold
Dobson, Reverend Mr. Stevens and Mr. Coapman.
It is interesting to watch this contest to see who wins and who
loses. Although the Brockporters didn't win, they are good losers
and accept the defeat with the best of luck to the winner.
Miss Gwynn- (to Peanult)-"MY
boy, your work has fallen down; and
if you are going to pick it up you'll
have to step on it."
Extract from D. Hiler's P. G. note-
book: "0- clear, 0- fair, 0- overcoat."
"Normie" (translating in Virgil)-
"Three times I tried to put my arms
around her neck-three times I tried
to put my arms around hEr neck-
that's as far as I got, Mr. Perry."
---:f--
Marion-"Something is preying on
HGoofieJs" mind."
Donald-"N-ever mind, it will die of
starvation."
This riddle recently appeared in an
English newspaper:
What does a ma,n love more than life,
Hate more than death or mortal strife;
That which contented men desire.
The poor have and the rich require:
A miEer spends, the spendthrift saves,
And all men carry to their graves.
-The answer is what's left on the
platter when the meat's all gone.
Mary Pitts-"i' have an idea."
Beulah Charles-"Be good to it; it's
in a strange place.
Mother-"Poor Jimmie is so un·,
fortunate."
Caller-"How's that?"
Mother-"During the track meet he
broke one of the best records they
had in college."
Miss A. E. Y. (gazing at old master-
piece)-"Undoubtedly they mixed the:r
colors with brains in those days."
Eloise H.-"Oh, how dreadful; but
it was a frightfully cruel period, wasn't
it?n
Helen H.-"Do you beliE-ve in h'3-
redity?"
Dan Davis-"No; the Father of H:s
Country could not tell a lie, but you
don't find any of his children with the
S:lme trouble."
--~--
Miss Wallace (in Chemistry)-'E'·
bert, give me the most imj::orta:Jt
characteristic of nitrates."
ElbErt-"50c cheaper than day rate:;,
teacher."
--,--
A San Francisco grocer recently re-
ceived the following bill from a Chi-
nese truckman for delivering grocer-
ies:
10 comes.
10 goes.
At 50c a went-$5.
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THE SENIOR PLAY
"Say, Mirandy, kin I borrow a cup 0' sugar? I was in sech a hurry
to get to the grange play las' nite that I forgot to git some at the
Center."
"Help yonrself! The crock's in the pantry. Now, what did you
think of the play?"
"Wall, it was all right, but I liked the one at the Normal better-
the one that was held the 12th of December. You know, Mirandy.
I 'member the date, 'cause thet's the day Hiram brought home that
skinny, 01' nag 0' Josiah's. I was orful mad thet day, and so is Hi
now, 'cause he's et sO much." .
"Yes, yes, but go on with that play."
"0, yes! Wall, it was about a young lad of about seventeen.
'Seventeen'-that was the name of it. Now this youngster fell in
love with a visit in' girrl what talked no plainer than my Lizzie's baby.
But she was the cutest thing. She always carried a little dorg; ya
know, one 0' them curly white ones. She came to visit one 0' the
town girls an' all the fellows went wi!' over her. She didn't care a
bit about them, but she did like one of them's cousin from out a'
town. And he liked her, I guess. All the town boys was mad,
'specially the seventeen-year one, what's name was Willie Baxter.
After she went home he cried for a minit, but then he got over it.
"An', Mirandy, Willie had a cute little sister, but. my, she was the
sassiest thing and the biggest tattle-tale. I'd a spanked her if she
had been mine. You know, people said she was really a Senior, but
she wore such short dresses an' socks; r believe she went to the
Trainin' School. Her name was Jane, an' she was always eat in' bread
an' butter an' apples.
"Them kids had the nices' paw an' maw. The paw was kinda
little an' didn't understand Willie. But the mother was kind and she
knew jest how ta handle the boy'. She felt so sorry fer him 'cause
the girl didn't like him thet she 'most cried herself.
"Then there was 'nother man. He was oful cross 'cause the boys
was over to his house so much. He swore right out loud in the play.
He had a nice girl, I mean a daughter. She liked the young ones
to come over, 'cause she liked a lad named J onnie.
"There was a 'nother visitin' girl in the play. My, but she was
funny-always. wantin' to dance with Willie, but he was kinda bash-
ful an' wouldn't let her. Then she'd dance with J onnie or a 'nother
one called Joe. He was in love with the baby-talk lady, too.
"0, but I sure did like the nigger servant. He was the blackest
nigger I ever seen, an' he always took Willie's part, even when he
sent all his clothes to the pawn shop an' wore his pap's dress suit.
"Some 0' the people that came to the farewell party was nice.
There was a girl named Mary, and a boy called Wallie, an' one was
George. He was orful powerful-like."
"I wish I could'a gone, but I couldn't on account of the rheumatics.
But, Hannah, ya' didn't tell me who the players really was."
"That's so! Let me see. Willie was Fred Covert, an' his rna and
pa was Elmer Lawson an' Ethel Henning; his little sister, Jane, was
Beulah Charles. The other man was Mr. Parcher. He was really
Eugene Stull an' his daughter was Genevieve Teller. The baby-talk
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lady was Ruth Hennekey. The other visitin' lady was Ora Cooper,
. an' the girl at the party was Ethel Johnson, one 0' the twins. The
boys was "Ty" Yardly, Donald Cooley, Donald Hiler and Kenneth
Axmish. The nigger servant was "Snick" Hawkins. In the play
his name was Genesis. All the people took their parts so nice. The
actin' was much better than the grange plays. .
"Wall, Mirandy, I mus' be goin'. I'll send you some sugar when
Hi gits some. Ain't this the nices' day? I guess I'll start my c1eanin'
next week. Good bye, Mirandy, thank you fer the sugar."
Statistics:
"Killed by gas in 1924."
32 inhaled it.
140 lighted matches in it.
5,0-00 stepped on it.
Those who go from bad to worse
seldom have return tickets.
Mr. Lathrop (teaching Graph in fifth
hour arithmetic class-"The first
thing to decide is our base line."
Belle Jordan-"I'm going to play
first base."
Impatient Waiter-"I wish that the
Phils would hurry and have their
picture taken."
Mrs. Wallace (trying to supply pa-
tience)-"Oh, that's a hard bunch to
photograph:"
Peg-"Why so sad?"
Elbert-"I wrote an article on fresh
milk, and the Stylus editor condensed
it."
'-----
Don Cooley-"I notice that in telling
about that fish you caught you vary
the size for different listeners."
Art Brown-"Yes, I never tell a man
more than I think he will believe."
The different society pictures were
being taken. It was almost noon. Up
spoke Belle Jordon: "I'm so hungry
that my picture will be nothing but a
shadow."
-1---
The Skipper-"This boat makes
fifteen knots an hoirr."
The woman-"Who unties them?"
Ora-"Peanut, do you have to have
a license for a dog in the park?"
Peanut (eyeing the pup)-"Dogs do
but insects don't."
Joe Hoffman-"Havea't you ever
been in Florida, for heaven's sake?"
Marky Carls-"No. I haven't."
Joe-"Neither have I."
Miss Wallace (in Biology class)-
"vVhy does a dog let his tongue hang
out when running?"
"Kuppy"-"Why, let's see, to bal-
ance his tail."
He who laughs last is usually the
dumbest.
Teacher-"Can any of you tell me
what is the most dangerous part of
an automobile?"
"Hazzie"-"Yes, miss, I can. It's
the driver."
Dickie Lathrop-"Is it true that
sheep are the dumbest animals, papa?"
Daddy-"Yes, my lamb."
A Scotchman and his son were out
walking one Sunday.
"Jock, is that yer Sunday boots ye
hev on ?"
"Aye."
"Well, then, tak' longer steps," the
father commanded.
Teacher-"Oscah, will you please
spell Constantinople?"
Oscar-"A~ see, mit a sigh, mit a
con-stan-ti, mit a nople, mit a pople,
mit a Constantinople:'
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~aCIE:TIES
ALPHA DELTA
AI, AI, Pha,
De, De, Lta,
Alpha Delta, Alpha Delta,
Alpha
Another booming year added to our record. Vie started the year
by a "Get Wise" party and believe me, it was some party. This was
followed by a Hallowe'en closed dance, another success for all con-
cerned. At Christmas time, the girls all enjoyed a reg-ular Santa
Claus party in our rooms, each girl being especially pleased with
Santa's gift (ask Erma). We have also had a number of ./candy
sales; which have been an important part of our program.
This last rush day we took in twelve lively girls, and they surely
will make things hustle. Our initiation banquet went off with a bang.
and you should have heard the toasts.
A tea for Agonion Convocation girls was added to our activities.
Our Convocation was held this year at Cortland; Patricia Hunt,
Arlona Elliott and Marion Finn being our representatives. We are
honored by having the Grand Secretary, Patricia Hunt, in our midst.
A benefit movie will wind up one more glorious year. Adios.
-Harriet Markham.
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AGONIAN NOTES
"Listen! Listen! and you wil1 hear
What the Agos have done this year."
--;-l:e ~eason oj:ened with a "ripping" gym party for the new Normal
students of B. N. S. Since then we have given several delightful
entertainments, including two teas for Agonian candidates. These
resulted in the addition of twenty-two new members to our number.
Twice we have had joint sessions with the Phils. Both furnished
much fun 'and pleasure for all.
Early in March, the Agonian Circus, held in the Normal gym,
proved to be both a social and financial success. This. however, "vas
only one of our ways of making money. Candy and fritter sales. as
well as the sale of St. Patrick's Day novelties, did their share toward
filling up the "cavities" in our bank account.
Lately we have been very busy improving our rooms. Freshly
varnished furniture, new drapes and new electric fixtures ha,'e added
much to its appearance.
Zeta Chapter has been highl:), honored this year in having the
delegates of eig-ht l\gonian Chapters with her. Brockport was rep-
resented at this convocation by 1iss Charles. Grand Pr.esident. and
the junior and senior delegates, Miss Judd and Miss DeFlyer.
A rather lengthy but interesting program kept us going every
minute that the girls were with us. Thursday evening a most thrill-
1I1g- theatre party at Eastman's furnished a jolly good time for all.
Members of the faculty proved themselves to be most excell~'11t
chauffeurs. The Magpie Play and a business meeting followed" by
luncheon on the campus occupied Friday forenoon, while an operetta
and a baseball game in the afternoon and the Color Day ball in the
evening concluded one of the most delightful of days. •
Saturday morning we were entertained by the Arethusas at break-
fast. A business meeting then occupied the time between breakfast
and a tea given by the Alpha Deltas. Both Arethusas and Alpha
Deltas entertained most royally and their hospitality is very grate-
fully apj)reciated by the Agonians. On Saturday evening a banquet
with the customary toasts, cheers and songs, provided a very effective
and delightful conclusion to our thirty-second annual meeting-. Con-
vocation next year is to be held at Plattsburg, with Miss Lois De-
Lano of that place as Gl'and President.
As the year dra"ws to a close, we feel that it has been one of much
interest and pleasure. We have been well represented in the other
school activities, ten of our members heing in the Glee Club, four in
the orchestra, one in the Dramatic Club and one as editor-in-chief
of the Commencement Number of the Stylus. After all our suc-
cesses we feel more than joyful as we join in the saying:
"Three cheers for Agonia !
Long may she stand."
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Alpha Chapter
BRidge Parties
Eats
Tea Dance
House Cleaning
RUsh Days
Candy Sales
Color DAy
Arethusa has been doing a great deal this year. Especially it has
been preparing for convocation, which is to be held at Brockport
next year. The society has a large number of girls who have been
right there with Arethusa all the year and helped make it a great
success.
The sorority was the winner in the contest sale of the Lyceum
Course tickets. This prize, being money, was very advantageously
put to pse. The sorority had planned on redecorating, so with the
contest money the idea was materialized and the walls were papered
and the floors varnished. The· kitchen also was painted. All this
made the rooms much brighter and cheery, and when the curtains
are up the scheme will be complete.
It is the custom in Brockport Normal for one sorority to entertain
the other sororities when they are having convocation. Agonian
had convocation this year, so on the Saturday after Color Day, Are-
thusa gave the Agonians and their delegates a breakfast. Each place
at the table was daintily decorated with pansies and a hearty meal
was enjoyed by all.
Color Day was most successful this year. The sorority booths
in the gymnasium, with their Dutch atmosphere, were most charm-
ing. Arethusa sold green :ll1d yellow hats, whistles and balloons.
In the evening the Dutch girls sold punch and wafers to the dancers".
The sorority is planning a splendid new year and since it has
convocation next year many good times are anticipated.
As a closing word, Arethusa wishes the best of luck and good times
to the graduates of nineteen hundred and twenty-five.
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GAMMA SIGMA
WebSter
BrOwn
Cooley
BaIley
Akeley
HiLer
PAlmer
HogaN
Davis
HamLin
HenIon
Tighe
BenEdict
CoveRt
BeAman
BuRke
Yardley
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It is with pleasure that some of the many events in old Alpha ~re
recalled for this publication of thp Stylus.
on·
Of the fourteen actives of '---: pre,,;ous year, but seven retttrned
in the fall. However, the bru I L _ -, q I ckly closed ranks and another
year was well under way before the members decided to increase
their enrollment. As a result, seven proud pledges wore the old rose
and white triangles. Shortly after this rush came the informal in-
itiation, which lasted "far into the night." In the next morning paper
was found quite a large item concerning that portion of the initiation
presented for the amusement of the public.
Immediately after the formal initiation came the receiving of
the literary work of the Cha·pter. This work was in the form of de-
bate and was most enjoyable.
A detailed account of our Closed Valentine and Easter
Monday dances was edited in the preceding number of the Stylus.
It can well be mentioned that these parties have rarely been equaled.
Since Gamma Sigma claimed six of the eight players on the Normal
Basketball Team, a game was scheduled with the Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity of the University of Rochester. This fraternity claimed
three of the varsity court stars and"was successful in defeating our
Chapter team in a close game, by a small margin.
Three new pledges were received in the bonds of the fraternity
late in February. .
A challenge was issued to the students of the school to participate
in a flag rush on Color Day. Phi Alpha accepted the challenge and
did noble work in defending the flag and winning the decision. The
few spectators seemed amused to see the performance. We hope.
that in the future this custom will be carried on. Score cards and'
pop were the two concessions given to us for Color Day. BotPJ. con-
cessions met with our financial expec!,1.;'tiQns, as usual. 1i'll';~~l
On the nineteenth of J une, Gamn:F~ Sigma and Are£husa will
jointly hold the annual June Ball. We Have rria,ny surprises to spring
on the public and we are certain it will be one of the best ever held.
Our convocation this year will be held in Newark, N. ]., from June
twenty-ninth until July first. Alpha will send Bros. Cooley, Benedict
and Hiler as delegates and will be represented also by two grand
officers. The Grand President, W. Hiler, and the Grand Recording
Secretary, Bro. Covert. Much is expected from this delegation, for
they have planned quite a great deal of work to accomplish.
We wish to take this opportunity for expressing our appreciation
for those of our members who leave us this year. Eight brothers
are members of the Senior Class and plan to graduate at Commence-
ment. Their pictures appear in the comic section of this book.. All
have been active in school affairs and have done much for ,their
Fraternity and the Chapter will sorely miss them in her ranks next
year. We fe-el justly proud of their connection with Alpha and 'know
that in their diversified occupations of life they shall reflect credit
to us all. We wish them Godspeed in whatever calling they under-
take.
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PHI ALPHA
The Phils had a very successful year socially, if not financially.
The big snow storm caused our dance and warm weather caused our
basketball game to drag pretty heavy on our treasury, but the big
rally on our annual Color Day put our finances on firm ground. All
the Phils had an enjoyable time at the two joint sessions with th~
Agos. The Agos are some cooks. The Phils are, too, when it comes
to putting on "all alone parties."
Phi Alpha \.vill soon lose some of its best members by graduation.
\Ve hope to be able to fill up the ranks next fall. I am sure everyone
will feel a wave of sadness creep over him when we gather arouf'd
the Eagle to sing the closing ode at the last meeting of the year.
COLOR DAY
The twenty-fourth amwal Color Day, which was held Friday,
May 15, 1925, was more than a success. As usual. classes ceased at
the end of the second hour.
At morning assembly The Magpies gave a dramatic presentation,
entitled "The Man in the Bowler Hat," which was a clever representa-
tion of the modern stage rehearsal.
One of the most exciting events of the day was the Flag Rush
between the Phils and the Gams on the small diamond. The Gams
fought desperately, in spite of a steady stream of water, a slippery
campus, and a strong and powerful opponent. Nevertheless, they
could not scale the slippery trunk of the old elm, which was valiantly
guarded by the gallant Phils. Although many were the bumps and
-5rUtsc-S-F€ce.ll'-~Jhparties, everyone had a o-god time, including
the participants, and it is -lmped---tha-t-the----Flag ush will become an
annual event of Color Day.
However, the biggest event of the day was "The Windmills of
Holland," a comic operetta by Carrington, given in Normal Hall. It
was J3. brilliant picture of the life of an old. rich, Dutch farmer.
Solos' 'sung by the Misses 1\1 ulree, Nye and Merrill were delightful.
as were those of the Mr. Barclay, Mr. Hawkins, and 1\1r. Yard'ey.
Dances by [iss Dorothy McLaughlin and her pupils were also added
attractions. Music was furnished by the School Orchestra. Judg-
ing from the applause, we may safely say that "The Windmills of
Holland" was 0l1j} of. the most attractive and effective prC!-duction~,d~ 't l' • n r"~ever presente ,,0..11 q;~€!r ..,.f,aJ;".~' . '. ,.6 j4!
The baseball ganl'e \.,yitl. "Dip" Murray's Williamwi'lle teaM,'
which was played during'lif'e'latter part of the afternoon'; proved to
be most exciting. The teams were evenly matched, so that it wa5
with difficulty that Brockport pulled down a score at 4-3, in her own
favor.
Much excitement was aroused by the arrival of Mr. Herrington,
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whose appearance caused the heart of many a fair one to beat faster.The crowning event of the day was the dance in the evening. Thegym was beautifully decorated with windmills, tulips and Dutch
canal boats, from 'which the different sororities sold ice cream, candy,
. and trinkets. Music was furnished by Sax Smith's Society Orchestra.After all expenses were paid it was found that between $300 and$400 were made. Everyone did his part willingly and well, so that we
all feel that the Color Day of 1925 was a great success.
MAGPIE NOTES
"Sink or svvim; live or die,
Magpies, Magpies, is our cry."
The Dramatic Club can justly boast of a very successful and happyyear.
Shortly after school began, we took in five new members as a
result of an interesting s(!ries of tryouts. We were truly astonishedto find that so much talent had remained dormant for some long
weeks.
Everyone began work in earnest. Several of the entertainmentsgiven after the meetings were picturesque and unique. Our newmembers entertained us at their first meeting. Genevieve Teller
read part of "Peg 0' My Heart," Eugene Stull gave us a splendididea of a typical farmer (really one wouldn't believe it to look atEugene, now would he ?), Avi Vanderbeck, Donald Hiler and BeulahCharles presented a "Tragedy in Three Acts," (perhaps "Scoop" can
explain the title).
Shortly before Christmas recess, the annual Senior play, "Seven-teen," by Booth Tarkington, was giverl; several of our members tak-ing the leading parts. Fred Covert made a splendid "lad" of justseventeen;; Beulah Charles was quickly transformed to lO-year-old,
saucy Jane; Elmer Lawson became the father of the two and playedthe part most credibly. Eugene Stull and Genevieve Teller made aperfect father and daughter. Ethel Johnston, Ora Cooper, DonaldHiler, Donald Cooley and Townsend Yardly were very much at home
as guests at the farewell party. The last two also made ardent pur-
sueq;.Jor the favor of the guest.
On March 13, the Magpies gave their annual presentation. This
consisted of three very different one-act plays. "The Shepherd inthe Distance," a pantomime by Holland Hudson, was supported by:Zella Covert, as the Princess; Margaret Harmon, as the attendant;Donald Hiler and Donald Cooley, as the vVazir and Vizier; TownsendYardly, as the Shepherd; Beulah Charles, as his Faithful Goat; \iVin-ifred Smith, as Ghurri-\Vurri, and Rosalie Harsh, as the Maker ofSounds.
Genevieve Teller and Elner Lawson took the leading parts in the
"Silent System," by Drefus and Matthews.
"Evening Dress Indispensable," by Roland Pertwee, gave oppor-tunity for Marion Merrill, Avis Vanderbeck, Edith Nye, Eugene Stull,and orman Benedict to display their dramatic ability. Nor were
we disappointed.
All of the plays were coached by Magpie members, assisted byits faculty adviser, to whom we are very much indebted.
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On Color Day the Magpies gave another annual program, which
consisted of the farce, "The Man in the Bowler Hat." The cast for
this play was:
John Elmer Lawson
Mary, his wife Mary Pitts
The Hera : Eugene Stull
The Heroine Rosalie Harsh
The Chief Villain , Donald Hiler
The Bad Man .. , , , .. Donald Cooley
Man in the Bowler Hat .. , Fred Covert
Stage Manager G. Korman Benedict
The big surprise came at the very end when it was discovered that
'~he r;erformance was a professional rehearsal.
Beside working for our plays, the ~Tagpies have completed fur-
ilishing their roems. Vve look most neat and cheerful with our new
latticed ceiling, electric lights and newly painted furniture.
This June, the Magpies are losing several of their members. 'vVe
,,'1:\]' m'~:s ot,r Seniors, but are hoping to have their places quickly re-
fl::ccl. V.J('. wish our -retiring Se'1iors the best of "life, love and hap-
piness." May they continue their work with true Magpie spirit.
-B. c., Seey.
THE TRAINING SCHOOL PLAY
The Training School Play is an event to which everyone looks
f orYJard, April 24 was the date selected for this ye:n's entertainment.
'The program consisted of two parts, the first part being "Bedside
Tales," and the second "The Play of Saint George,"
In "Bedside Tales" one was given an opoortun ity to rene'w ac-
quaintance with such quaint characters as Humpty Dumpty, Little
.Tack Horner, Old King Cole and many more fi:;u res prom inent ill
Mother Goose stories. Each character was c'everly impersonated,
and the children seemed to enjoy themselves as much as the audience.
"The Play of Saint George" is l~ased on the old Eng-lish lesand.
"Saint George and the Dragon." It has to do with the banishing of
the~ very annoying dragon. This feat was accomi)Jished by Saint
George, and in so doing he not only saved the life of the princess, but
gained her hand. The costumes and setting for the play were very
attractive and each member of the cast was well fitted for his own
particular part.
Much credit is deserved I;y the mem bers of the facu:ty who "vere
in charge of the entertainment, as well as the children who took
part.
Sklp~cr-"Gosh, he:'e comes th:)
1" :ssus. She d :;esn't allow anyone to
smoke in her house. Guess I'll hide.
The MrS.-Mr. Tighe, have you a
cigarette ?"
Skippel'l-"No ma'am, but I've a
chew here 1"11 loan you,"
Alice S.-"Can y:;u sing a solo?"
Harriet M.-"No, 1 can't dU3t."
Alice Rowel1-"Dot, what is your
favorite color?"
"Dot" Fetter-"Brown. of course."
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SPORTS
BASEBALL
The great American game is, too, the great game of Brockport
Normal, and the spirit of the whole school is behind the nine men
who don uniforms and go forth to battle on the diamond.
Due to the chilly and rainy weather of early Ap'ril, practice was
not begun until Easter vacation, but the boys under 'the guidance of
Coa;ch "Doc" Salisbury, have been plugging hard ever since. While
marlY veterans of last year's team ,vere out, an entirely new combina-
tion had to be worked out, and the new men worked in. Easy as it
looks, it was some job, but now the boys are in form and the team
is running as smoothly as clockwork, under "Doc", as coach, and
"Ken" Barclay, as captain.
~Tith our veteran batteries of Davis and Kuppinger, Barclay and
Hogan, the rest looks easy, but we find a puncture-proof infield in
Iveson at first, Hiler at second, Barclay or Davis on short, and Yard-
ley holding down the bag at third. The out-field, composed of Tighe,
Elliot, Chapman, and Ackley, crave long, high flies and eat them
alive. As hitters, with the exception of one or two, our team is un-
rivaled. They hit them hard and all over the field. What wouldn't
the Giants give for some of our men.
The hardest schedule in many years faces the boys but it doesn't
seem to disturb them in the least. They are as good as the best, and
know it; moreover they can prove it.
Scores of games played so far:
Brockport 4 East High 12
Brockport 5 Hilton 1
Brockport 14' Churchville 1
, Brockport 2 East High 2
~ Brockport Churchville
to date our baseball team has won three tim'es out of four starts.
In late April we lost the opening game to East High. Thereafter we
have not been stopped, winning from Hilton, Churchville, and Wil-
liamsville in the order named. It might be fitting to add that the Wlin
over Williamsville on Color Day was the first Color Day victory in
several long years. It was a very creditable victory which I hope
will be followed by others. -Manager.
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Baseball-1925
]. Kuppinger, C; D. Davis, P; R. Iveson, IB; D. Hiler, 2B; T.
Yardley, 3B; K. Barclay, SS., P, (Capt.); ]. Tighe, R. F.; F. Akeley,
C. F.; K. Elliot, L F; P. Chapman, Sub.; H. Hogan, Sub.
BASEBALL AS A SUCCESS IN B. N. S.
Nearly a century ago, the first game of baseball was played near
Boston. It would hardly be recognized as a game of baseball, com-
paring it to the game as it is played today. The players, about twenty
on each side, wore ordinary clothes and, outside of the catcher, wore
no gloves. The bat used was flat, something similar to a canoe
paddle. The game itself was played, not with a limit of a certain
number of innings, but with a set number of runs to be reached by
the winning club. In this way a game would run for several days
before a winner was announced, and the limit for the runs would
be two hundred. From this crude game the present scientific game
has developed.
There at present two major leagues, several minor leagues and
countless bush leagues. Each team in each league, with few excep-
tions, brings money to the owner,s. They have been doing so for
years, and with this year's attendance records broken on opening day,
the future looks exceedingly bright. Yet, why is it that each year
B. N. S. loses money on baseball. If a stranger ever inquires about
the team of a student, the latter will laugh and say, "our team a
baseball team? Why, they can't play baseball. Whenever they get
a game they think they are playing lawn tennis or ping pong.". How
can a team win, no matter what kind of a team it is, when the school
it represents takes little interest in it and most of the time ridicules
it? The support of the school alone has made basketball a success,
so why can't the support of the school raise baseball up to an equal
standing with its winter rival? There is one reason why it isn't on
an equal footing with basketball, and that is, Brockport Normal is
a one-sport school. She refuses to let baseball or any other sport
take her idol's place or even be compared with it.
Basketball is a mighty fine sport for the winter season, but why,
as soon as the last game is played, crawl into your shells and wait im-
patiently for the next year to roll around? The students in B. N. S.
don't or won't give baseball a chance. Your only excuse is, "I like
basketball better by far." You like it better because you have shown
more interest in it than you have in baseball. Do you suppose that
we could have a successful basketball team if it were considered a
joke, even before it started? Do you think you can have a successful
baseball team if you ridicule it before you know what it can do?
No! If the whole school turned out and cheered and encouraged it
at the games, it would make a whale of a difference. Why no(give
it a try this year and see how it works? The season tickets are very
cheap and every game on the schedule this year is going to be a good
one. All out Color Day! _HTy".
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"Is there anyone playing?"
"Who can be playing in the middle of March?"
"Oh! How I wish I had brought my racket and sneaks."
"I bet it's great playing."
These are some of the pet remarks uttered by some of. the tennis
court's faithful admirers. But who wouldn't say something about
playing? Just imagine the first nice sunshiny day in March, the
courts dry and the surrounding campus a little muddy Who wouldn't
like to forget all their lessons and indulge in tennis all afternoon?
The only ones that do not receive any inspiration from these lonely
gravel courts are "The Faculty of B. N. S." All others would like
very much to have school closed on all sunshiny, warm, dry after-
noons during the spring and summer. Some who are enthused over
tennis do not even stop to think whether it is rainy or snowing, but
the first thing they do, after the last bell of the seventh period rings,
is to make a straight sprint for the tennis courts. Why should these
students wish to play tennis all the time. Well, I think I can tell you;
the first thing is that tennis exercises one's body. One would get
enough exercise in one set of tennis equal to about ten miles of walk-
ing; some will think this is all nonsense, but it is perfectly true. In
a set of tennis you have to walk about five miles, shagging the balls,
that go past the backstops (which is one of the minus quantities of
B. N. S.) Therefore, tennis exercises one's body as much as walking.
It also exercises your brains, because it keeps one thinking to keep
track of the many complications of the score. One's brain must be
working all the time in order to know whether the score is "love all,"
or "deuce," which makes a great difference in the tennis game. So,
tennis exercises one's little grey matter. Then others play tennis for
the pleasure in it.
Any night this month, that has been at all fit to play tennis, the
courts have been crowded.
"We've got the winners, because we have been here for two
hours."
"Whose got the winners ?"
The preceding sentences are two favorite expressions, which may
be heard several times on the court. The players are so enthusiastic
over playing that they fight it out right there and then. The winner
of the fight, of course, take in the winners of the set.
Girls! there has been a great deal said about Dr. Thompson's
speech in assembly the other morning, which was something like this:
"The boys will sweep the courts and the girls will have a tennis
tournament." This hurt a great many of the boys' feelings, so, girls,
we don't want to make the poor little boys do all the work, so let's
help them. Also, since Dr. Thompson has made up his mind to put
up a new backstop, new net and tapes, why not appreciate this by
always having tennis sneaks on before playing on the court. How-
ever, if we do not have sneaks on when we play, Mr. Beamon will
fine us a dollar, and who wants to pay a dollar for a fine when
you can buy so many things with a dollar-just think of all the choco-
late-covered ice cream suckers you could get.
So, students of B. N. S., of we wish to get any benefit from play-
I .
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ing tennis, we must put something into it.
in "Beautifying the Tennis Courts."
Therefore, do your part
-Katherine Boyle.
HIKING AS A SPORT
Among the student body there are without doubt many varied
and interesting conceptions of hiking. To some it might mean saun-
tering leisnely about town for a while after school and finally ending
up at the Coffee Shop. To others it might mean sitting down by the
~ide of the road about a half-mile out of town, waiting for someone
to come along and give them a "lift". 'vVe might go on enumerating
many other ideas of a hike just as amusing as these. It is quite
evident though that we have been using this word incorrectly; prob-
ably unconsciously. In the dictionary, to hike means to go vvith exer-
tion or effort. Let us forget all our different fads and see if there
is not something interesting and worthwhile for us in genuine
hiking.
Can you think of anything more fascinating than putting on your
old clothes. trampin<s out to some woods with a bunch of folks,
exploring every nool<: and corner, getting wet feet and a terrific ap-
petite, and then building a nice, jolly fire and eating delicious, smoky,
cindery "hot dogs"? You were terribly tired when you finally re-
turned home. but would you have missed it for the world? No!
There is scmething exhilarating in getting out in the country, filling
your lungs with all the curious sinells and getting blown nearly to
pieces by the wind. I'm sure you would not prefer to remain inside
these wonderful spring days, or walk idly around town. From my
own experiences 1 know that hiking can be made just as much fun
and just as captivating as any sport that we have.
A good brisk hike has other points in its favor besides being en-
tertaining. It certainly aids in physical improvement. The right kind
of walking is good exercise. Practically every part of the body is
set in motion. Circulation is increased; our surplus energy used up.
Vlfe get extremely tired and can rest better at night. The fresh air
is just what we need. after being inside nearly all day, to wake us
up a little. I know I feel sort of off, dopy, by the time seventh period
comes around. Even if we really cannot find any enjoyment in
tramping around the country, the apparent good results of such
exercise on our health ought to be an incentive for us to get out
and hike.
Can't we have more genuine hiking by our B. N. S. students? I
know it is more fashionable to ride, but let us swallow our pride
every once in a while hereafter and do the unfashionable thing. The
whole out of doors is beckoning to us to come out and reap from her
new life that we might carryon our work to the best of our ability.
-E. Johnston.
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The basketball season closed this spring with one of the best
records ever made by a Brockport Normal quint. Some of the strong-
est teams in Western New York were met and vanquished. Thirteen
wins in fifteen starts is a record any s,chool might well be proud of.
Several promising stars were discovered for the team this year
and with but Root and Covert absent next year, the coming season
promises to be fully as successful as the past one.
Basketball has always been Brockport's major sport and up to
this year it has made money for the school. .But for some reason
or other the team was not supported as it should have been and
consequently at the end of the season there was a considerable deficit.
There would be some excuse for this if the team was not a winning
one, but as it was, there is none. Next year everyone is hoping for
better results from the school as well as the town.
The teams and the number of times defeated are: Alumni 1, Cort-
land Normal 2, Buffalo Normal 2, Vlilliamsville 2, West High 1,
Geneva 1, Newark 2, Theta Delta Chi 1. One post-season game with
the Holley town team resulted in another victory.
Lineup:
R. F.-Root
L. F.-Hiler, Covert
C.-Brown
L. G.-Tighe, (Captain)
R. G.-Iveson, Hogan, Smith.
Three times and out for East High next year.
The Reserves had an unusually successful season also, defeating
some of the surrounding high schools first and second teams. Sev-
eral players on the scrubs showed promise of being regulars on the
first team next year. Lineup:
R. F.-Kuppinger, (Captain)
L. F.-Cooley, Elliot
C.-Hoffman, Webster
L. G.-Hill, Smith
R. G.-Benedict, Chapman
Scores of Games:
Brockport 24 Alumni 11
Brockport 18 Buffalo Normal 12
Brockport 40 West High 35
Brockport 29 Cortland 15
Brockport 43 Newark 21
Brockport 14 Cortland 12
Brockport 7 West High 11
Brockport 29 Theta Delts 18
Brockport 29 Geneva 28
Brockport 29 Williamsville 18
Brockport 22 East High 24
Brockport 30 Buffalo Normal 19

THE ~TYLUS
GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM
8S
Normal Department
The Normal girls have shown a keen interest towards basketball
this season. Perhaps this is due to the credit given them towards
the winning of the N. Y. S. emblem. Never before have inter-
class games been played with stIch vim and good will as this year.
Although the Seniors and Juniors put forth their best efforts to check
the winning streak of the Freshmen, they were unsuccessful. The
Freshmen lost no games; therefore, are looking forward to keeping
the same record next year, as Juniors.
The following played regularly on the Freshman team
Forword-B. Jordan, H. Weisenburger.
Center-G. Reynolds, F. Weisenburger.
Guard-E. Johnston, A. Spalla, E. Nixon.
Captain-E. Nixon.
The following played regularly on the Junior team:
Forward-D. Welch, W. Smith.
Center-I. Axtell, H. Markham, A. Schrader.
Guard-A. Hamlin, V. Blossom, R. Hennkey.
Captain-A. Hamlin.
The following played regularly on the Senior team:
Forward-M. Kates, B. Charles, E. DeFlyer.
Center-M. Pitts, D. Seybold.
Guard-E. Myers, M. Horner, D. Sklov, D. Smith.
Captain-M. Pitts.
Following is a list of the games played and the final score for
each:
Seniors vs. Freshmen
11 17
Seniors vs. Juniors
22 15
Freshmen vs. Seniors
21 14
Freshmen vs. Juniors
7 3
Juniors vs. Freshmen
4 14
Juniors vs. Seniors
5 14
-E. Nixon
A. Hamlin-"I'H give you just one
day to hand in that paper."
Training SdlOOI student-"All right.
How rubout the Fourth -of July?"
"Do you goO to work in Y'0ur auto?"
"No, under it."
"Is your dentist a careful dentist?"
"Sure, he filled my teeth with great
pains."
Field-"Say, Abe, got a maJtch?"
Abe-"Sure."
Field-"Darn it, I've for·gotten my
cigarettes."
Abe-" '8 too bad; ,give me back my
m,atoh."
It's surprising. how often: '3;' love
triangle deveIopes into a wreck-
tangle. --Princeton T.iger.
TRAINING SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM
Gop-"8ay, what do you mean by
going fo·rty miles an hour?"
Avis>-"Wiliy, cifficer, I have been
driving only ,~ifte'en minurtes."
Foo-"Are 'you a steady drinker?"
Lish-"No, .I'm very unsteady when
I drink." .,'
Father-"Athletics are aH rig'ht in
thei!, place, but our ,boy must give
more time to hIs studies."
·Mother--"Now, 'father, don't ,be too
hard on the .boy. Wihy he just wrO'te
me he :had· received two 'beautiful
lamps in boxing. When he gets re-
wards like that .i:t would be a shame
to stop him:" . -Oougar's Paw.
"Tommy fainted at the club the
other night. We thought he was go-
ing to die."
"Well, did he kick the bucket?"
"No, he only turned ,a little pale."
"Tough luok! Ten miles from town
and no jack."
"Didn't you bring your check book?"
Stu-HWhaJt is a wraffle?"
Dent-HA waffle is a pancake with
cleats."
Stu-"What makes a }a;mp chimney
smoke?;"
Dent-·HBecause it' can't chew."
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Grace Reynolds-HI've ·a good one
.here, want to hear it?"
Les-H'Sure, shoot."
Grace-HWell, what h3JS two legs,
feathers, and crows· every morning?"
Les--HA rooster."
Grace-HAh, somebooy must have
told you."
HI see that Lilah -has taken her first
step toward divorce."
Hyou don't mean to tell me! What
on earth is the IllJatter?"
HShe got married."
Miss Edwards-HGive me a sentence
wHh l'he word Sonata in it."
Bright Pupil-HHis sonata senior in
high school by now."
Snick (refusing to 1aug;h)-HI heard
thalt. joke six months ago."
Iona-HWell, you ought to see it by
now."
C. O. B.-HYou oan't sleep in. class."
Il'ma-HI know it. I've ·been trying
f.or half an hour."
Norm-HHey .A>be, have you ever
been to the beach?"
Abe-HSure; it's an ·awful fake."
NOl"m-"How come; wihat do you
mean?"
.A>be--HNothing there but a lot of
water."
HGrover Cleveland can't use these
three f.ingers." (Holding up fingers).
HWhy not?"
HBecause they are mine."
HI went rto ·bed last night and
dreamed that I died."
HAnd the heat woke you up?"
Frances G.-HI wonder how old Mr.
Perry is."
Mike G.-HQuite old, I imagine;
they say he used to teach Caesar."
, .
. .' ... _, ,
Namo
Florence Albus
Field Akeley
Glady,s Bal'clay
Kenneth Barclay
Orson Beaman
Norman Benediet
Gertrude Bibby
Catherine Boyle
Maejel Breese
Arnold Burke
Alene ,Butler
Doris Carney
Emma Chapman
Elbert Childs
Martha Clark
Donald Gooley
Ora Cooper
Fred Covert
Marjorie Cropsey
Dan Davis
iMlarie Dollard
Monica Donahue
IVaih Doty
Ruth Gleinhauf
Onnolee Hamil
Marg.aret Harmon
Rosalie Harsch
GOI1don Hillgartner
Ethel J'ohnsrton
Irma Johnston
Mi,ldred ll\kC01'\ffilck
Marion Mansler
Riohert Meinhardt
Mild1'eid Mulree
Elizabeth Nixon
Aliee Rowell
MHdred S'chultz
Margaret Seaman
Bernice ,sheetz
Helen SihumWiay
Keith lS~encer
Francis Stan~ord
Eugene Stull
John TIghe
Marjorie TOO'd
Eloise Wadihams
Leona Wells
Florence Widrick
Helene Tucker
ProfessIon
Singer
Musical Director
Teacher
Humorist
Chemical Engineer
Sailor
Singer
Gartoonist
Dres'smaker
Wrestle,r
Accompanist
Movie Star
Manikin
iH1storian
Da;ncer
iMath. Teacher
8'peed ,cop
Minister
Chauffeur (?)
Boo,tlegger
OlPena singer
Dancing teacher
Private secretary
Artist
Dancer
Historian
Soout leader
Acto,r
Old malid
Not this for Irma
Public speaker
Teacher
Blue l-aw maker
OI1chestra Teader
Physical director
Musician
Teacher
Tennis star
Lawyer
Music teacher
Comedian
Pwinter
Actor
Baseball player
Stenographer
Teaoher (mayibe)
Teacher
School maI"m
Musidan
Fa'V"O"'rI1:0 Gun-. :t::r.chOluS""CIC-
Most any kind Good
Never chews No ,better
No favoriHsID Mig.ht be worse
mack Jwok Ask him
Bea,man's (of course) Excellent
WTigley's Bright young,srter
Paraffin Fair
Teatberry Good
S,pearmint Swell
BLruck Jack EJCcelilent
Doesn't chew Extra fine
Not parUcular IDx'ceUent
Wrigley's Fair and warmer
Shellac Fine
Tea;berry Good
Cut plug Mig.ht be worse
Haven't any Good
Iron Horse Fair
Beechnut Good
Fine cut Bright student
Beeman's Fair
Any kind Fair
Doesn't chew EXlcellent
Beechnut Fine
'Couldn't chew Good
Teaberry EJCcellent
Doulble strength Gorgeous
Don't know Fine
Chicklets Excellent
Seld'om chews Excellent
Etack Jack Good
Anything burt Juicy Fruit Fine
,Mini,s'ters never chew Marvelous
Can't tell Spiffy
Black J'ack Good
None Fair
Hasn't any Good
Doulbl'emrint Excellent.
Don't know Very good
Doesn't chew Fine
Varnish Pretty fair
Any,thing Good
Cut plug S'plell'did
The best Bright boy
Wrigley's SweU
Black Jack Good
SipTU'ce Good
Spearmint Excellent
Checkel'berry Improving
"tc.<.noa·..-·w
Fine
Always good
y.ou all know
Everyone knows
Just like Dad
No one like him
Acts like herself
Good as can be
Always, 1:ihe same
Alwaysa good boy
Good girl
Fine young Lady
Excellent
Beyond expression
Can't expliain
Hate to teU you
Ask her dad
Never mind
Lady in every respect
Changing
S'he's small but oh my!
Don't know
Fa1,r
Never know
Still as a mouse
Ask her
Always the slame
Good boy
Good
Turns are always good
She 'can explain
Extra good
A gentleman
Good' (?)
Nke girl
Beyond me!
Another little one
Awful g,ood!
Ask the faculty
Very g,ood
Unac,countaJble
Accomplished student
Quiet (?)
ExceHent
Another one from Hamlin
AJsk -someone w'ho knows
Comes ~from Spencerport
We ,know
Good art times
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INDIAN LOVE BALLAD
"Angelfoot"
Once upon a time
So the story goes,
Indians in their prime
Had their share of woes.
One sweet lass so fair,
Angelfoot by name;
Of the tribe of Sioux,
Well known for its fame.
Loved a warrior brave,
He of foreign folk;
Custom had declared
That they could not yoke.
When oue bright day in June
She met him 'side the sea;
She promised from that hour,
His own true bride to be.
The father in his wrath
Spoke vengeance on the brave,
And from his home that day
His daughter fair he drove.
In foreign parts, she longed
And for her home did yearn,
Until aft' 'bout a year
She did make her return.
The father would not yield
To her admittance there,
Although the mother's heart
Beat high with tender care.
By his stern h~nd that night
She was from home exiled,
No place to lay her head,
But in the forest wild.
Long hours and bitter days
She roamed and roamed in vain,
Such days of loneliness,
Of weariness and pain.
Until the God of Heaven,
Compassionate to all,
'Took her to his abode,
, From this terrestial ball.
-Ruth Redinger.
EXAMINATION ANSWERS
The chamois is valuable f.or its
feathers, the whale for its kerosene oil.
There were no Christians among the
early Gauls. They were mostly law-
yers.
Climate is caused by the emotion o.f
the earth around the sun.
Geometry teaches us how to bisect
angels.
The purpose of the skeleton; some-
thing to hitch meat to.
A blizzard is the inside of a hen,
A circle is a round, straight line
with a hole in the middle.
Sixty gallons make one hedgehog.
The stomach is just south of the
ribs.
The government of England is a
limited mockery.
Achilles was dipped in the river
Styx to make him immoral.
The first governor of Massachusetts
was Mr. Salem Witchcraft.
Weapons of the Indian: Bow, ar-
row, tomahawk and warwhoop.
Typhoid fever is presented hy fasci-
nation.
Modern conveniences: Incubators
and fireless telegraphy.
Teacher's salaries are paid from the
dog tax.
Benjamin Franklin produced elec-
tricity by rubbing cats backwards.
The cause of the revolution was that
the colonists wanted more room to
pasture their cattle.
The chief difference between Jack-
son and Roosevelt is that Jackson has
been dead a long time and Roosevelt
is in Africa shooting lions.
THE
"THE SCHOOL CAR"
Oh car, oh car, you're always late,
When we are all on time,
At stop nine you are due at eight,
But we have to wait 'till nine.
Then at last you finally halt
Before our crowd of merry
Boys and girls yelling greetings
To the fat conductor, "Berry."
"All aboard," and away we go,
Laughing at "Berry's" face.
I'll bet you that in a show
He'd win the fat man's race.
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"Abie"-"I have a Ford; what car
have you?"
"Dot" F.-"A Lincoln."
"Abie"-"Well, that's a good car,
too."
Miss Wallace-"Every' day we
breathe oxygen. Edward, what do we
breathe at night?"
"Rippy"-"Nitrogen."
R. Hasbrook-"How long could I live
without brains?"
Miss Simmonds-"That remains to
be seen." .
There's such a crowd on this morning
car
That when you're full of pep,
You'd rather walk than ride so far
Standing on the bottom step.
But car, but car, why is it so,
That yuu're always there on time
When any of us who're very slow,
Don't get to the station on time.
-"Peg" C.
"What kind of monkeys grow on
grape vines?"
"What kind?"
"Gray apes,."
-Milly M.-"Who w,as that I SlliW you
lead hom€ last nIght? Any relation?"
Mary W.-"Yes, a full cousin."
In day,s of old wJ1en knights were
bold, we und'er.s:tand that the bold
knig>hts wore 'chain shirts ~or pl'Otec-
tion.
I always wondered if -they bought
these shirts lilt Chain Stores.
-Stevens Stone Mill.
"I just got a three dollar biB."
"lmposs1ible! "
"Tell that to my dentist--it's from
him."
Mr. Jones-"You're an honest boy;
but the money 1" lost was a ten dollar
bill."
"Stub"-"Yes, but I had it changed
so you could give me a reward."
Miss M.I-"Give a verb showing mo-
tion."
Douglas W.-"Besar" (to kiss).
Miss M.-"No, that shows emotion."
OH THOSE "FROSH"
J. Duff-"Ulysses sent two men to
see the 'locust-eaters'."
D. Whipple-"When he landed there,
he divided his men up into two parts."
The Industrial Arts Class was studying glass blowing.
Marv Pitts-"vVhat makes the bubbles in glass?"
E. Wadhams-"Spit."
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Have You Ever Read?
Mrs. Briggs of the Cabbage Pai1:oh
by K,ate Douglas Webster.
Henry Holt by Thackeray.
St. NichoIas by Santa Claus.
Up From Slavery by Waoshing.ton
Irving.
Miss S.-"What is an iSithmus?"
Chas. Defendorf-"A neck 0' dirt."
Merritt C.-"How would you punc-
tuate this: 'Miss, Grey, a fine looking
girl went ,tripping down the street'?"
Freddie-"I'd make a d'as'h after
M'iss Grey."
Merritt-"I thought so."
Miss Briggs-"Do you like L3JlllJb's
Tales ?"
Miss Yale-"N,o, ,but I can eat 'beef
tongue."
Student (9: 15)-"Er-Good morning,
sir?"
C. O. B. (doing same)-"Late
Ken B. -"Ouch! I just bUillllled my
crazY4bone."
Ellen B.-"Well, comb your hair
right and the bump won't show."
Win-"Do you sing?"
Ken A.-"Oh some, just to kill time."
\Vin-"Well-you have a fine in-
s,trument for it."
There's to be litUe change in men's
pockets this SIPring.
Sunda.y School teacher-"Now if
you are good children there will be
angels around your 'bed at night."
Rastus-"Don't I know it lady, and
say, can't dey bite?"
Soph--"Did you hear that my
brother was m,arried?"
Avis-"No, who in the world mar-
ried him?"
Soph-"A minister."
The barber (in a cheery tone)-
"How shall I cut it?"
M. Kates-"Well, you take the
sdssors in ,the right hand ,and t'he hair
in the left, move the scissors over to
the hair then squeeze the scissors."
An optimistic girl is the one who
gives her powder ean to her sweetie
and expects 'to get it back at the end
,of the evening.
ag,ain."
Student-"So Mil 1."
Marie-"Late hours are not good for
one."
Claud-"But fine for two."
Stu-"My hair keeps falling out. I'll
be bald if it keeps on."
Dent-"NQ, you'll be bald if it
doesn't keep on."
. - --'.~...;:.::
Hamlin
She gives us
pick our own
Says "P. Nutt"
Natur-e is generous.
our faces but we can
teeth.
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THE FINAL SPRINT
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This is an old, old topic, and it may seem dry and uninteresting
to you at first. I suppose every Senior Class has heard it many
times, and so will we before we graduate. Nevertheless, you must
all admit that a final sprint is necessary, if you wish to graduate
with good, safe marks. Therefore, I will try to make 'this interest-
ing enough so you will read it and, I hope, get some good out of it.
There are many different kinds of final sprints. I will speak of
two of them. First, is the final sprint of a wise runner, who sets
his pace during the race so that he is not behind, and so that he will
have a reserve strength at the end of the race. By keeping up with
the other runners, he is able to make his final sprint much more
easily than if he lagged, behind and then tried to catch up to and pass
his opponents at the end of the race. The same is true of the wise
student. During the first part of the school year, he keeps up with his
assignments. At the end he is not behind and is in a position to get
ahead.
There is a difference between the final sprints. The runner puts
his last ounce of strength in the sprint. When he crosses the line he
is utterly exhausted. The student, on the other hand, does not put
his last ounce of strength in it, although he does put forth a great
effort. After he crosses the line, that is, takes his Regents, he is not
exhausted. In fact, he has strengthened his mind a great deal. Now
don't say this is dry and stop reading. J\-laybe it is dry, but now comes
the important part.
If you have not been wise, it is not too late to toe the mark. You
may ask the question, "Well, how am I to make a final sprint?"
That is easy. There are two ways. One is very hard and uncertain.
The other is easy and sure. The first way, the hard one, is to cram
the last three days. This is very uncertain, because one seldom really
learns a subject in three days. I know that from experience. There-
fore, I will tell you the easier, and more certain way.
You have heard it many times before, but you thought it was just
"talk" and you never gave it a trial. For your sake, try it just this
once. This is it. Get your lessons each day as you go along. It is much
easier to do this than to wait a few days and then try to make them
up. At the end of each week, take a little time and review all you
have had that week. In this way you fix it more firmly in your mind.
Also, begin now to review your notebooks. Take a certain number
of pages a day and review them. The main thing to remember is
to concentrate while you study. It may be hard at first, but once
you get used to it it is a cinch.
To sum up, a wise student will make his final sprint, not by
cramming the last three days, but by beginning now to get his lessons
every day, by reviewing them at the end of each week, by reviewing
all notebooks, and above all by concentrating. You will find this a
very easy, and sure way of passing with high marks: If you don't
believe it, just try it. It will not do you any harm and it will do a
lot of good.
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EASY VACUUMWASHER
$5 Down and $2 Weekly
Let us d~monstrate-Noobligation.
FREE-Water Heater with Every Washer
GUARANTEED for a LIFETIME
The Easy washes clothes cleaner and much quicker. It
has the largest capacity tub and is the simplest and mo~t econ-
omical to operate. Absolutely no wear and tear to the finest
garments.
W.H.NIXON
34 Kenyon Street
Phone 231-J BROCKPORT
HOME ECONOMICS
Homemaking
Costuming
Lunch Room Management
Teacher Training
Part-time Courses
Dietetics
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AFTER GR_ADUATION-W HAT?
The foundation of your house has been laid, but what
about the upper stories? Before plunging into your first job,
hit or miss, consider the many types of training given at
MECHi\NICS INSTITUTE
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Courses in:
APPLI ED ARTS
Architecture
Design
Design & Interior Decoration
Illustration & Advertising Art
Teacher Training:
.~. rt Education
Craft Education
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Two Year Electrical Co-operative Mechanical
Co-operative Electrical Two Year Mechanical
Co-operative Retail Distribution
,(Write for a folder)
Photographs
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Lumber is Down·
probably as low as it will be
this season. Do not delay
your repairs.
L. Gordon & Son, Inc.
GEORGE DUNN
Brockport, N. Y.
Furniture, Rugs
Undertaking
Phone 185-W
E. Side ~ain St., near Bridge
24 Erie St.
Brockport, N. Y.
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PLANNING FOR
VACATION DAYS AHEAD
Carefully laid plans will have much to do with the pleas-
ure of the vacation, and the store offers you its assistance in
making your preparations.
There's luggage-something you must have.
Sllorts clothes, of course.
A bathing suit-certainly.
A tennis racket and balls if you frequent the court.
Golf equipment if you find pleasure on the links.
Books, of course-playing cards, a flashlight, a Kodak,
and one of those cute little suit case phonographs no bigger
than a Kodak would add much to the fun!
Here's hoping we may help you, and wishing you the very
best of vacations.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Company
Rochester, N. Y.
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Felicitations, Class of '25
Brockport State Normal School
Dl~E congratulate the members of the Class of '25, ofUI the Brockport· State Normal School upon having
completed the prescribed course of study necessary
for graduation, and wish them full measure of health, hap-
piness and prosperity in the years that are to come.
We trust that they will early form the
habit of making the Greater McCurdy
Store their shopping headquarters.
McCURDY & CO.
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SHOES, HOSIERY
and RUBBERS
OF QUALITY
When you buy from
RICHARDS
BOOTSHOP
QUALITY FOOTWEAR
54 Main St. Opp. Market
Compliments
01
RAY P. DAVIS
A line of artists' requisites
and materials to meet the de-
mand of variety of taste and
uses.
Your needs can be sup,plied by
purchases at our store or your
order promp,tly filled by mail
H. Ho Sullivan, Inc.
67 South Ave.
Rochester, New York
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SMITH'S
Satisfied Customers are our
best ads. Cpme ip and. be.pne
of them.
28 Main St. . Brockport
Compliments
."- -of..
E. W. S I M M 0 N S
Drugs
and Stationery
Capacity Cu. Ft., 1,500,000. Barrels, 88,000
Brockport Cold Storage Co.
(INCORPORATED)
Brockport, N. Y.
OPEN THE YEAR AROUND
BOYS WILL BE BOYS
BUT TO BE A MAN, start early with a comprehensive
·understanding of the scheme of life. One of tbe first essen-
ti~l1s is learning to save. A jolly old age is the result of a
savings account in youth. No large amount reguired to start
an account. .
.. STATE BANK OF COMMERCE
v ' .• _ __ _
Brockport, N. Y.
I
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Now In Our New Store
at
195 Main Street East
McFarlin Clothing Company
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Compliments of
YALE FORBES
w. S. LE E
GROCER
Agent for
Brighton Blend
and Anza
COFFEE
Monroe-Genesee Con-
struction Corporation
General Contracting
Specializing in
Concrete Work
State Bank Building
Brockport New York
Compliments of1--
.... t.t.
Compliments 01
IRVING C. BAILEY
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INTERSTATE TEACHERS AGENCY
500 Duffy Powers Bldg
Rochester, New York
Has Served Brockport Graduates for Twenty Years
Canoes Row Boats
Motors
The famous OLD TOWN CANOES-the most pop-
ular Canoes made in the United States.
RICE LAKE CANOES - one of Canada's finest
Canoes-in basswood and cedar.
Mullin Pressed Steel and Rice Lake Row Boats.
The Johnson "Waterbug" Outboard Row Boat and
Canoe Motor-weighs only 3S pounds. Twin-cyl-
inde!, built-in IlJagneto, reverse, tilting bracket.
Catalogue on request.
Scrantom's
Sporting Goods Shop Rochester, New York
THE MIESSNER-"The Little Piano with the Big Tone"
Ideal for Small Dwellings
The Brockport Normal School has two of these instruments
MAIN STORE
39-41 SOUTH AVE.
EVERYTHING IN Nunc
AND MurlCAL
INSTRUMENTf
BRANCH STORE
412 EAST MAIN ST.
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Your School Floors····
do you know how to keep them clean
and sanitary?
Hayner~s Dust Proof Floor Dressing
is the answer
It Covers
more square feet per gallon and more thoroughly
protects the floor than the cheaper heavy oils.
I t Beautifies
and its beauty lasts because it does not turn dark,
track or soil clothing.
It Lasts
longer because it has a slow evaporation and won-
derful penetrating qualities.
It Protects
the health of the children because it positively keeps
down the germ laden dust. .
Norman C-. Hayner Co.
101
Rochester, N. Y. Toronto, Canada
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Milliman Grocery
Groceries of Q~ality for l-::ss
GEO. B. HARMON
INSURANCE
Marble and Granite
Cemetery Memorials
Market Street
Rochester Sporting Goods Co.
79 State St., Cor. Church
"Everything for Sport and
Recreation"
DARROW SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
A friendly school where sincere personal interest and co-
operation among the students and faculty are evident-thor-
ough training-satisfied graduates-a free Employment Serv-
ice active in helping you secure the position best suited to
your qualifications.
Stone 1974 218 East Avenue
Rochester, New York
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MINOT & CRIPPEN COMPANY
( Incorporated)
INSURANCE
Brockport, New York
MOSER STUDIO, INC.
Studio and Home Portraiture
103
27 Clinton Avenue North
Go to
Gartshore Bakery
for
French Pastry
Fancy Cakes
Cream Puffs and Ec aires
Rochester, N. Y.
Compliments of
SHAY & HANKS
Attorneys
Louis B. Shay Paul B. Hanks
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•
Compliments of
Huther Bros.' Saw Mfg. Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
· THE STY' L U S
Compliments of
CHARLES DECKER CO.
Brockport, N. Y.
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Save Fruit, Time and Money
By Dusting
105
You can protect 5 acres of mature apple
trees or 4 acres of field crops per hour.
Get the right NIAGARA for your farm
and save 2-3 of the time and labor ordi-
narily required in fighting insects and
diseases. Dust and you can cover all the
trees and crops at just the right time-
that means real crop protection.
It will pay you to cqIl and find out just
what model Duster and what Dusts are
best to use. Get posted on dusting.
Hand,
Tractitm
and
Power
Dusters
In various
Models
to meet
different
Crop
requirements.
Brockport Fruit Assodation
Brockport, New York
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Compliments of
A. & P. PRODUCTS CORPORATION'
Brockport, New York
.'
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Busin.ess School
DAY and
EVENING CLASSES
All the year 'round
Send for New Catalog
ROCHESTER
BUSINESS INSTITUTE
172 Clinton Ave. S.
Rochester, N. Y.
w~ H. Elliott
Gas, Oils
and Accessories
Special!
30x3 1-2 DAYTON CORDS
$12.50
258 Main St. Phone 4·M
Brockport, N.. y.
Henry Harrison Co., Inc.
Beans, Grain and Produce
Brockport, New York
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Lester's
Established in 1883
DRY GOODS
Ready-To-Wear
WM. J. ROWE
COAL
Main Street, Brockp<?rt
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
SPORTING GOODS
KODAKS
Austin's Drug Store
SPENCERPORT, N. Y.
Compliments of
P. A. Blossom & Son
Publishers
Sporting Goods
C. D. BROMLEY
STANDARD GOODS
Best. Quality at Lowest Prices
Spencerport, N. Y.
Harlem
Lampen & Co.
We Carry the Variety
The People's Store
FLICKINGER'S Fountain Pens
The final satisfaction at your and
dinner table makes purchas- Automatic Pencils
ina of Serv-us Food Pro-t:>
ducts a profitable pleasure. , Thos. H. Dobson Co.
FLICKINGER'S The RexaII Store
CLARK J. KNAPP, Mgr. Brockport New York
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WONDERFUL VALUES
In
Men"s and Young Men"s Suits
$15.00 to $35.00
BEUERLEIN"S
Brockport Model Service Station
Gas, Oils and Accessories
Distributor for DUNLOP CORDS
All Kinds of AUTO REPAIRING
Cars Washed
F. D. Bogart
Phone 381-R 528 S. Main Street
DRAUGHTING SUPPLIES
We want you to know that our Artist's Materials- Department is
splendidly stocked with Instruments in Sets, Drawing Tables, Drawing
Boards, Slide Rules, Tl'iangles, T-Squar'es, Thumb Tacks, Inks, P,ens,
P'encils, Erasers, etc. Also with W,ater Colors, Oil Colors, Br'ushes,
Etc,., and to as,s'ure you that you will be pleased with our prices and
service.
Barnard, Porter & Remington
9 North Water St., near Main ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Compliments of
THE COFFEE SHOP
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The
First
National
Bank
of
Brockport
New York
4% Paid on I nterest Accounts
Studebaker
and.
Star
More Car for Less Money
Dean & Rowell
Market St., Brockport, N. Y.
Beautiful!
Extra Beautiful!
Silk Trimmed Suits!
$35 to $50
The fine, carefully sewed
silk lining of our Vogue
Suits does extra duty-
double thickness at ev-
ery point of friction.
Designed by one of the
nation's greatest stylists
-constructed by master
craftsmen.
E. Harrison & Co.
Masonic Block
Brockport New York
Fraternity
and
Sorority Jewelry
J. H. Engel
Eyes Examined
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COME IN
And See These Wonderful Values
. . .
Every suit will be made to your individual measure, hand
tailored, and best quality of trimmings used.
WM. MUESEBECK, The Tailor
Class Gifts
IN GLASS, BRASS, BRONZE
AND MARBLE
Stained Glass
A Specialty
Send Data for Designs and Prices ;.
A Long Jump
from a worm to a pair of
Ladies' Hose.
Humming Bird
HOSE
are of worm made silk-plus
Art-plus Wear.
284 Court Street
Haskins Glass Studio
Rochester, New York
Try a pair and be convinced
at $1.50
Swartz &Brooks
WARREN-KAHSE INCORPORATED
1048 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Manufacturing
JEWELERS AND STATIONERS
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A. W. HOLLIDAY
Jeweler
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
and Cut Glass
Holley, N. Y. Brockport, N. Y.
FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
Homer E. Rogers
Florist
Upstairs Ladies' and Gents'
Dean L. Butler
COAL
Market Street Coal Yard
When You Think of
Dry Cleaning
THINK OF US
Orleans
BROCKPORT, N. Y.
Dry Cleaning Co.DINING ROOMLUNCH
CONFECTIONERY
CIGARS and TOBACCO
Snover & McGrath
BROCKPORT
Rochester Ice Cream
Phone 50 34 Main St.
Compliments of
Dailey Produce Co.
COAL and ICE
Compliments of
THE
~mohe ~boppe
Eddy Printing Co., AlMon, N. Y.

